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IN1~ODUCTION 
An exhilarating interest in, and a fascination for, 
the dramatic aims and activities of the Abbey Theatre prompted 
the selection of a thesis subject relevant to the dramatic 
creations ot this artistic group. Unlike its Continental 
counterparts, the Freie B~hne and the The~tre-Libre, the Abbey 
did not engage itself with esoteric or controversial "social" 
ideas, but with poetic revivifications of Gaelic legends and 
the picturesqueness of the Irish peasant. To attempt any work 
involving the Irish theatrical complexion and the poetic lyric-
ism of the Abbey's early plays requires a particular sensitiv-
ity to Irish provincialisms and Irish idiom, which the writer 
does not possess. For that reason the selection of a subject 
was narrowed to the debouchment of Abbey talent and genius into 
the larger sphere of world literature. 
Sean O'Casey's Abbey Theatre dramas (The Shadow of 
--- ------
! Gunman, ~ ~ ~ Palcock, and ~ Plough ~ ~ Stars), 
although substantially peasant plays, aP8 in peality pictures 
-
of peasant character in the process ot urban diSintegration. 
It is this shifting ot dramatic interest from country to city 
iii 
.. 
that distinguishes otCasey's achievements in the Abbey enter-
prise and places his work in the tront rank of modern Irish 
dr9llla. Because these early plays are well known and have· 
achieved a definite success in world playhouses, the writer 
has undertaken an evaluation of but one aspect of otCasey's 
le.ter plays - that of symbolism. 'This aspect is perhaps a 
highly controversial one, and finds its devotees eloquently 
laudatoryl and its detra.ctorsvolub1y unimpressed. It is not 
the object of this paper to pass jUdgp.ment on the otCasey 
dramas except where the symbolism employed d~ands a consider-
ation of its ~ffective use in achieving clarity, mood, unity, 
and consummate development. 
A pla.y should be examined for its qualities that 
make for its completeness as a play, and evaluated as such 
upon its eventual production, bearing in mind, of course, the 
current tastes in drwnatic presenta.tions. To remark that the 
poetry in a play is· aesthetically pure and noble :1 n exeou.tion, 
and to conclude from such observations that the drBIlla in whioh 
it is found is neoessarily good, 1s a false presumption. As 
poetry it may be judged, but not as drama. To find the symbol. 
1 The National Arts Foundation of .•• anhatten, in 
its seleotion of the t9B artists ot 1952 announced Sean 
O'Casev fts the "most mIJ~nlrlcent# prose wri'tier ln t#fie moaern 
theatre. 
iv 
.. in a successful play inadequate or stultifying, and to subse-
. 
quently demean the play because of this obvious weakness, is 
alsO a false determination of the playts merits. If the play, 
in spite of its faults, achieves successful tragic or comedic 
presentation, and if the playgoer has experienced an Aristo-
telian purgation of the emotions, then it has justified itself 
as dr~a and is eligible for commendation as playwriting 
tlt'tistry. Drama, and this does not include so-called "closet" 
dramas, is primarily a participatory affair, in which both 
playwright and playgoer find kinship in ideas, moods or emot-
ional experience. 
On the other hand, failing the ability to garner am 
eval us te audience reaction, the critic of the drama mua t pre-
sume these essentials and judge the substance of the drama on 
its apparent lucidity of interpretation and on its appeal to 
his own emotions. If his reaction is corroborated by others 
qualified to make ari tical deductions, he may presume his 
judgement pertinent on those points where ,critical views find 
agreement. This does not alter the fact that drama must 
justify its existence as entertainment: for if the playwright 
indulges in abstract or intellectual maundering., without pro-
viding plea.surable a.nd emotional stimula.tion, he has not earned 
the distinction of having written a playworthy drama. 
Symbolism, as of this date, has not proven itself 
v 
a happy and adequate medium of dramatic expression. ~his is 
not to imply that after considerable experimentation, and 
taking into account the vagaries and vicissitudes of public 
appeal, it will never be successful. Time and taste may bring 
about its ultimate use as R sound dramatic teChnique. If the 
following evaluation of the usa of symbolism in the la.ter plays 
of Sean utCssey appears empirical or harshly critical, it 1s 
so because this evaluation corresponds in some measure with 
critical summaries by competent reviewers, and because it 
lacks, in the estimation of this writer, tho necessary exploi t-
ation of the themes undertaken by the playwright. 
In the preparation of this thesiS, my indebtedness 
to Dr. Patrick J. Casey for guidance and helpfulness, cannot 
be overestimated. 
• 
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CHAP'rER I 
SEAN O'CASEY AND THE ABBEY 'l'HEA'l'RE 
• 
'rhe yea~s of 3t~uggle and te~~or re3ultin~ f~o.m 
Ireland's avid assertion of its nationalistic sentiment was 
wi tnessed by a voung man of the Dublin slums wi th a poetic 
feeling for humanity. 'fhis young man, Sean O'Casey, saw this 
drama of frat~icidal fury with the seemingly impa~tial pene-
tration of a true humanist. Although he had not fully master-
ed reading and writing until he was fifteen, he p;lowed from 
the enchantment of Shakespeare's plays and the virile elo-
quence of the Elizabethan poets. His haunts were the streets 
and slums of Dublin and to those who sat in the pit of the 
Abbey Theatre he was a familiar Sight, wearing a bedraggled 
trench coat and a cap pulled down ove~ his eyes. Here O'Casey 
discovered a medium by which he could release the vigorous 
poetry that welled up inside of him; here he tasted and found 
wonderful the theatrical aura of William Butler Yeats. But 
the impressive stuff of drama he found not mnongst the Irish 
peasant, but in the wretched, wondrous lives of his fellow 
Dublinera. He wrote plays about their struggles and about 
1 
• 2 
• 
the terrors of the Black and Tan regime, and he presented 
these plays to the Abbey Theatre with more .persistence than 
faith in his own dramatic powers. 8ight times he laid his 
manuscripts before the Abbey directorate and eight times they 
were refused. 1ben, with !h! Shadow ~ ~ Gunman under his 
arm, he once more stormed this citadel of Irish drama, and 
this time, with minor technical revisions, it was produced on 
the 12th of april 1923. 
So vi tal and so human waS this drama of !Jublin in 
the agonies of terror, and so appealing in its wit and warmth 
of humour, that the production was an immediate success. Its 
'Oroduction came about at a time when the Abbey Theatre v,as 
suffering heavy financial losses and its very existence depend-
ed upon the granting of a subSidy by the Irish state. Encour-
aged by this favorable reception, sean OICasey feverishly set 
about writing another play and on the 3rd of March 1924, ~ 
~ ~ Pavcock, a three act tragedy, waS presented for the 
first time. Its appelll to the playgoers was instantaneous 
and his genius was ranked with Yeats and Synge. ~ was 
followed by The Plough and jill! Stars which waS presented on 
the 8th of February 1926. 
These plays have all a daring blend of unrestrained 
humour and downright horror, but this ironical contrast is 
not the result of contrived theatriealities; it i8 Dublin 
• 
lite ss it impinged itself upon the personality of a sympa-
thetic and acute observer. Formlessness in these dramas has 
too often been attnckt.'Jd, but this weakness is not without its 
suggestion of artistio dramatury. Old stage tricks Fire often 
upparent, but the vigor and bfHlUty of thought and feeling, 
as expressed by O'Casey's natural and undisoiplined refleotion 
of life, achieves a curious mood with an ironic impact. Al-
though ~'V1lliam Butler Yeats hailed the rr,enius of O'CasElY, he 
waS At once baffled and fasclnnt~d by these devA.stntinn; satire, 
for they responded but Bubtly to the poetie, gentle tdealism 
which he had hoped to t'oster as a tt'adi ti on of the Abbey 
Theatre. 
"';1th the exception of th.e Continental predilections 
of the Dublin Drama Groupl, and the presentation of the O'Case 
plays, the Abbey Thoatre had confined its activiti~8 to the 
nresentation of dramas hased upon ancient Gaalic legend, on 
comedies and trBgedies of peasant character, and of plkYs that 
derived their tone and feeling trom ~ nascent feAlin~ for 
patriotism. O'Casey, although incorpornting in his dramas 
muoh of the comic and tragic as it \Vas beinp; expressed in 
1 The Dublin i>rama League waS founded in 1918 
with the express purpose of performing plays of international 
repute. Performances were given at the Abbey on Sunday and 
Monday nights. In 1928 the League ceased to exist but many 
of the plays passed into the Abbey Theatre repertoire. 
4 .. 
the Abbey dramas, held hUII1anity and. truth above the animos-
ities resulting from political unrest and ferment. His real-
istlc portrayal of humanity easily makes him the forerunner 
of the J..lodern l.lovement as it emerged in the Abbey l'heHtre. 
The critios '}'1are not too pleased ltrl.th the realistio 
turn the 11.bbey had taken and the literary aisqu.ietude is best 
exprossed by IvaI' Brown2 , correspondent for the l~ondon Satur-
day Review: 
'1:0 the fact that the Iri It?h 11 terary thentre of ~,lr. 
tents, Lady Gregory, and Mr. Moore, protSenitor of 
the Abbey TheatrP.l, had its origin in the Celtic re-
vival, may be attributed the false standards of 
cri tlcism that are cormilonly applied here to our 
dI'arnatic f:I.rt and our 11 tera ture i n gen~n·al. The 
Celtic revival in letters coincided with the re-
vi val of political romanticism based. on the myth 
of a people instinct with lyricnl mysticism. 
Political disillusion came, as was inevitable, our 
romant1cists turned realists, and, pret~nding to 
hold up the mirror to nature, dil'3coverod the matP.lr-
ia1ism, brutality and cruelty of the pee.sant. 
Sean 0' Casey vms not unfamiliar with, nor opposed 
to, the ideals of the Abbey 'I'hea.t!'e. He W~g an ardent Irish-
man yv1. th an impelling feeling for the past, Ilna the sonl18 of' 
vostf'trday stirY'ed in him the v:1s1on of a great and ma .. JAstle 
Ireland. He '/',Tote of tt.J.s feelinr; :tn D]'tlms Under ~ Window: 
And to him, rnogt of the songs were ,new: son~s of an 
Ireland astIr, awake, and eager; an Ireland forging 
2 IvaI' Brown, "Cup of Unkindness, It ~ ~aturday: 
Hevlew, London, CAVIII, October, 1929, 315. 
frAsh thoul1,rt out of bygone b.istory .. and present 
hopes to crfta te a glowing, passiona te.. and perma-
nent chapter, from which a grea.t nation would be 
born. Oh, silvar trrnnpets be ya lifted uP, and 
call to th~ ~re9.t rAce that is to comet cried 
YGllts, and 8ean cried the call witniJm too. 3 
;£h18 umUsciplined ardor in the Axecution of his 
dramatic works won 0'Uasev scant 'Ora1se. A. T'~. Nlalone 4 .. 
the Ie ading Dublin drrunatic critic, oomplained that 
~ Shadow of !!. Gunman is that pa;rody of tragedy 
called melodrmna ••• melodra~a which must inevit-
ably lose its significance with the passa~e of 
time. 
Juno ~ ~ Paycoc~ had its superficial qualities 
but it was still '\noderl1 tragedy at its best .. almost at its 
gran test. ,,5 
The linking of' O'Casey' s nHIilG wi th that of Synge 
disturbed the critics and when his worle was ranked with 
~ Pla.yboy: .2f. ~was tern "Jorld, one reviewer remarked: 
1946, 
Mr. O·Casev ••• han not - could not - yet be 
expected to have the rlxquisi te unity of tone at1d 
style that enchanted us wh~n we first ~istaned 
to ••• ~ Playboy .2f. ~ "Western WorlE._ 
:3 ,-. OICasey .. Drums Under the Vi1indow, New :)enn 
, 
-8-9. 
York 
4 A. E. Malone, The Irish rrbeatre, Lon-'lon, 1929 .. 213. 
-
5 Ibid, 213. 
6 Richard Jennings, "A New Irish Dramatist, tl 
Spectato!" Cx,\XV, liovember, 1925, 924. 
6 • 
A. E. Malone IIls.de ~hB distinction b!'t'lfaen the two dramatists 
clearer: 
'.Phare is rflolly no bania for comparison bet\",'een 
otGas~y (md Syn~e; Svn~e waS a poet, with all the 
attributes of a poet~ O'easey is a photop,raphic 
a.rtist who retouches his films with an aoid pen-
cil to produce an effect of ~roteaquo ~lG.tire.'1 
According to the cri tics, it \1'8.8 ~ Plough ~ 
the ~~, that exposed and hei~htened the nlFl'VWri~ht' s 
technical deficienci.es. 'fhourr,h they mip.;ht once have he an 
carried a'i'lay with the first sweep of ()tCasAY's popularity, 
the-v nO"1 struck out at weah'nesses that Vlere to become even 
d .. 1.- i 1 t 1 ,m..., 'H'_ li l R i more pronounce l.n II s 8 or payS. J.Jle, ,,~!)_ S.'l. ev. ew 
o.eplored the fac t the. t Otc aaoy had a tendenoy to repel} this 
fAlllts r9.ther than the excellencies of his wottk 
until we grow ter>ribly afraid th3.t his own taste 
is a t fault, and that he cannot distinfJ;uish be-
t\"{eon his O';'ln nassionate cr~ations and the thea ... 
trical tricks which he haS picked up from Some-
'Jlfhe tta • 8 " 
Milton Waldman,9 in revl~winp: the pIq,. whan prt13ented [it 
the Fortune TheAtre in London, ::1;uesses that "Mr. 0'Casey will 
never const!'uct q nlay so ~s to obta.in the me.ximum effect 
out of its z-hythm ~rld movem~nt." Other cz-itics found the 
., A. E. Malone, Iffl'be Shadow of Sean O'CaseY, tt 
The Bookman, London, LXA, May, 1926, 104. 
8 Hoz-B.ce Shipp, "'l1Jle Art of Sean 0'C9.8ey,1\ T<;nglisb 
Review, London, XLII, June, 1926, 852. ' -
9 Milton Waldman, "'l"'he Drama,1\ Mereucr, London, 
XIV, July, 1926, 299. 
'7 
• 
play"crude stuff"lO, "horribleul1 , ~nd "Formless ••• lacking 
of an informing purpose."12 Ivor Brown called the playa 
Itsavage Hogart~an portrait'· and compared otCasey' s savage-
ness to Houseman's pessimism. 13 
Basking in the extravagent popu.larity that was 
accorded him by theatregoers, the impressionable v'Casey 
allowed the harsh judgements of the critics to penetrate his 
sensitiveness until, as he wrote in Inishfallen, ~ ~e 
'" 11 ~, he saw before him the more cosmopolitan scene of London: 
But, soberly, while he was here, hetd have to 
deal with the oritics at home. How? By going his 
own way. That was the one thing to do, for there 
wasn't even a hint of guidance in what they said. 
(Irisn critics and English, too) ••• They were no 
good. He would have to go a long way from the 
cliques of Dublin. But how oould he esoape? By 
living in the oountry or by orossing over to Eng-
land. It waS time he Saw newer streets than those 
of Dublin. If he went to the country, he'd still 
be confined within the ken and den of.Cosgravian 
and DeValerian politics, and well within the sphere 
of influence set UP by Irish rosaries, Anthony's 
Annals, and all the orowding rolipoll-holines8 of 
the Popets green island; with Church of Ireland 
stained-glass windows shining timidly through t~ 
mist that does be on the bog. No, not that way. 4 
10 
XLII, 904. 
Shipp, liThe Art of Sean O'Casey," :Rng !!!!.!" 
11 
!.!!l, London, 
d. }{. Littlewood, "Isles of Drama," The Book-
LXX, May, 1926, 130. --- ----
12 Joseph ,~:. Krutoh, "Poet Laureate, Jf Nation, 
CXXV, Deoember, 1927, 718. 
13 Ivor Brown ... "Stout and Bittf9r," 'The Saturday 
Review ~ Literature, CAUl, May, 1926, 614. ---
N.Y. 1949l424~~an QtCasey, Inishfallen" ~ ~ ~, 
8 
This desire for a new env;ronmant grew steadily 
UDon him so that it took an almost meaningless lneident to 
oropel him into voluntary exile. This ineident was provided 
when Sean O'Casey wrote a letter to the management of the 
Abbey Theatre stating his cri tical views ref:arding a Shaw 
nroduction. Lennox Robinson. upon reading the letter, con-
temptuously remarked, "It's just like Seant" and O'CaAey 
records the resultnnt incident: 
Some nights follow1ng. Sean was on his way over the 
Abbey stage to join the actors in the Green Room for 
a ohat, when he was stopped by Sean Barlow, a soene 
painter, in an old-fash1oned way; a maker of proper-
ties, again 1n another old-fashioned way; who asked 
what he was doing on the stage. On my way to the 
Green Roam, replied Sean. There's none but the 
aotors and officials allowed on the stage, said the 
bold Barlow, with a dominant note in his voice; and 
we'd be p;lad if you came this way no more. 
No more? Quote the raven, Nevermore. Never 
again. Nevermore. Ordered from the stage he had 
trod so many years ago and he a kidger, ay, mouthed 
the part of Father Dolan in The Shaughraun fram its 
boards, ere ever the Abbey Theatre had entered its 
beginnings ••• Never again; nevermore. He turned 
away, leaving the other Sean victor on the field, 
and never after set a f6ot. either on the Abbey stage 
or in the Abbey ~5een Room. He'd hoist his sail and 
go to England ••• 
15 ~, 250-1 O'Casey's version of Barlow's 
talent is somewhat distorted. A more generous and, I think, 
realistio vignette is offered by Lennox Robinson on page 66 
ot his historical survey, "Ireland's Abbey Theatre". "He haa 
been actor, a very good Hed Jaok SmitS in Spreading the News, 
but it 1s in all other ways that he has shown his genlus-y;r 
the stage. He knows everything in scene-making and prop-
making, but, sullen over his cocoa and his Greek, he states 
he oan do nothing. An hour later, everything is done to 
perfection. it 
9 
.. 
!:'ane years later, wi th Sean 0' Casey settled in 
London, Sean O'Faolain,16 wrote: UActually, I feel that 
u'Casey's exile was an error; not of the jud~ent but the 
emotions." P. d. Hegarty17 wrote in the North [~erican Review 
There is no reason why he should not ••• give us ••• 
a very considerable addition to the world's dram-
atic literature. out if he is to do that he must 
cut loose from London and go back where he belongs. 
The cosmopolitan Irishman often makes llter>ature 
in England and America. But not the Irishman of 
his sort. 
A. E. Malone thought O'Casey's London future doubtful and 
wondered whether 
he can reproduce in terms of London life the 
effects which he can get from the dwellers of the 
Dublin slums ••• about which even his ~reatest 
admirers expr~ss misgivings. In his Dublin plays 
he was dealin~ with a life he knew, which he had 
himself lived, and with which he sympathized, 
and the effects whioh he produoed depended to a 
large extent upon the knowled,ge and sympathy of 
his audiences. Can he depend upon all these in 
London?la 
These were certainly not propitious benisons to 
offer a sensitive dramatist taking refuge from his critics. 
Once in London, O-Casey set about writing his next play. 
In this play, and in the plays to follow, he waS to discard 
16 dean O'I<'aol a in, "The Case of ~)ean O'Casey, n 
C~onweal, London, XXII, October 11, 1935, 577. 
17 1'. S. Hegarty, "A Dramatist of New Born Ire-
land," North American Review, CCXXIV, June, 1927, 322. 
18 A. E • .Malone, Th! Irish Drama, 307. 
-19 
the Irish scene of strife and turmo~l for the expression-
istic techniques reminiscent of Toller, and to plunge into 
the symbolic and pessimistic universality of his mentor, 
:~ugane 0' Neill. 
• 
THE SILVER TA0SIE: 
'l.'IfE EMEHGENCE 01' 8YMBOLISfd 
'The Silver Tassie, ~)ean O'Casey's first London 
play, marked the playwright's entry into the field of world 
literature. It also marked the adoption of Continental 
playwriting techniques, including the use of startling drama-
turgical effects of expressionistic origin. That Sean O'Casey 
should experiment with and expand the proscribed limits ot 
realistio drama waS not surprising, for his dramatic abilities 
seemed hardly to have been fully exploited. But in partially 
casting off the regional and the picturesqu~ of his Abbey 
Theatre days, and in turning to subjects of universal and 
dialectical importanoe, he appeared not to recognize the 
capacities of symbols and the effectiVeness of expressioniSM 
in sustaining mood. He did, of course, have knowledge of -
the inherent dramatic potentiality of these techniques, but 
he Was unable to use them with an artist's introspective 
study and discrimination. A synthesis and an e~ploltation 
of the play element's waS lacking. ExpreSSionism was used 
as a kind of oounterpoint or leit-motif to be employed in 
11 
12 
the realistio davelopment of his d~amatic themes, while 
symbols merely epitomized moralities and types. The obvious-
ly indisoriminate and excessive use of ohoruses, ohanting, 
songs and ditties, and spectacular staging made for oonfus-
ion and weak plot progression. It was the perplexing use or 
ther.e play teohniques that made ~ ~ilve~ Tassie one of the 
mos/t oontroversial nlays of the decade. 'The plot line of the 
play is tenuous and the deSignation of a protagonist a matter 
of debate. The following synopsis, though laoking any in-
dication of the vigorous poet~ and salty humour, will indi-
cate the unifying dramatic idea. 
The first Rot is in the Heegan Sitting-room, where 
old man Meegan, his friend Sylvester and a Bible-quoting 
Susie, warm themselves before a fire awaiting the return of 
Hee~an's son, Harry. A olamor is heard frOt.l the streets and 
soon the hero, Harry Meegan, is carried into the livin~-roam 
on the shoulders of his friends. he is a man of heroio '01'0-
portions, and of considerable athletic prowess, who has just 
won the Silver 'rassie (0. loving cup) for kicking in the win-
ning goal at soocer. He boasts of his aooomnllshments, ma.kes 
love to his ~irl, Jessie, and then with his buddies, Barney 
and 'fed, he is pushed out of the house in order not to miss 
the boat that 1s to take them to France and to war,. 
13 
The second act is in the ~':ar Zone and the scone 
reveals crumbled buildin~8, barbed wire, a destroyed church 
"wIth a Crucifix, and a statue of the Virgin ~lary opposite a 
huge gunwheel to which Harney is tied as punishment for a 
company misdemeanor: stealing a fowl. A howitzer points its 
barrel towards the Front as the Crouoher, a death-like figure, 
weaves an incantatory spell of death as four soldiers warm 
th.emselves before a fire. Soon the soldiers are overtaken by 
sleep. A Visitor, obviously impressed by his daring, is 
guided by the Corporal as he inspects the Front-lines. lie is 
symbolic of the poli tician-dinlomat and the home-front maoh-
inations that propel nations into war and helpless people 
into fear. When the Visitor hos gone, the soldiE=lrs awaken 
Bnd curse their lot. 'l'he ~taff-Wallah rushes upon the soene 
flnd c onunands the men to their pos ts for the enemy has broken 
through. 
The third act picks up the realistic portion of 
the drama from where it was lett orf at the close of the first 
act. ffue scene is a hospital room in which Harry and 'feddy 
are convalescing. Susie is now a nurse and has ohanged her 
personality from that of a God-fearing lass to that of a 
worldly-wise woman. Teddy 1s blind and Harry suffers paral-
ysis from the waist dovin. Jjarney, who has emergeld from the 
war unscathed, enters the ward with flowers for Harry. The 
flowers are a gift from .Jessie, whQ is unwilling to S8(e her 
former boy-friend. It ~s quite obvious that she has taken 
up with Uarney and the crippled man knows it. 
The fourth act is in the ballroom of the Avondale 
Club. A dance is going on and through the portals we see 
barney and JeSSie, Susie and the Doctor, danoing intimately 
while Harry sits fuming in his wheelchair. It is only when 
the blind Teddy consoles him with, "Our best is all behind 
us - what's in front we'll i'l'lce like men ••• II J that IIl'lrry 
mutters, !ll'he l .. ord hath given -'lnd liHiTI ll"lth saken aW'a.y~it The 
brmd 018.'13 alSain and the .dance beRins. C)usie m"ods Jessie 
into getting a partner, and 1,vhen Jessie Sighs, I!Poor Harry, It 
',usia excl:lims, liAs lon;7, as VI'l.r>S aI'e wuged, we shall be vexed 
by woo; strong legs shall be made useless and bright eyes 
"H1da dark. Sui; 'Ne, who have come through the fire unhamed, 
bJ.U:Jt go on living ••• Come along and tllke your part in lifet" 
In February 1928, ::'ean O' Casey wrote the follovving 
mesnal1,e to his 3taunch friend, Gtlbriel Pallon: 
Just finishing off the last tew correotions in the 
new play to send it to be properly typed for pub-
lication. I be11~ve it to be the best nlay I've 
written - 'rhe Silver '.rassie. Expect to let the 
Abbey have-rt in q fortni~ht or so.l 
1 Gabriel }I'allon, "Pathway of a Dramatist," 'l'heatre 
~ Monthlx, XXXIV, January, 1950,37. 
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On the 20th of April, l"i1l1am Butler Y~ats wrote to Lauv 
.'0 
Crep.;ory, "I have re80d Casey's Dlay ••• 1 am afraid our refusal 
will be 3 very great blow to >irn, but if anyhody can Botten 
the blow you cen." 2 It waS indeed e. blow to the V'Casey of 
the world ... famed l\bbey 'fueo_tre and of the Duhlin bl'lc"kwAsh, who 
thour;ht ifihen he left Ireland behind that 
.London would iilould him into a more fully-developed 
mind and man and ••• the booming of the Big; Ben would 
deufen his new-listening ears to any echo from the 
bells of Shandon. 3 
Lennox Hobinson and Lady Gregory, who with Yeats 
and ~;re.l tel' Starkie, formed the Directorate of the Abbey, were 
compelled to agree with Yeats. 0tarkie, althou~h finding 
the play "all so huge that it hlurs his [v'casey~ vision, n 
recommended the play be presented at the Abbey lito the aud-
ience that has laughed and wept with him. 1f4 "'hen it "NaS 
suggested that V'Casey let it be known he WIlS withdrawing 
the play for t revisions', the Irish dander \¥as up. '1'he play-
wright took his pungent pen in hand, Rnd in a letter to Yeats, 
refused the 'revision' deal and summarilv retorted that his 
play had been unquflstionablry re.1ected by the hbhey. In a 
letter to Lady Gregory he advised the DirecJGorate thFit he 
2 Letter, '\~·.rl.Yeats to t.ady Gregory, 20 il.pril 1928. 
3 clean 0'0&3ey, Inishfallen, Pare '1'hea ::ell, 391. 
4 Letter, VValter Starkie to W.B.Yeats, 30 April 1928 
Ie 
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had II already shown the letters to t118 London mr:tnap;er Wfl0 is 
c ,)nslderlng the production of the pIny here. ii5 
'l~e rejection by the Abbey 'l'hea trB Na8 indeed a rude 
blow if not an error of judgment, and the biting correspondence 
that made its way from London to Dublin dld Ii ttle to assuage 
the playwright's anguish or change the libbeyt 8 irrevocable 
decision. OstenSibly in an effort to vindicHte himself, a.nd 
to lay the case before the public, u' C ase;; f'ol~warded the en-
tire correspondence to the Irish Sta.~..e~man where it was pub-
lished, in toto, on the 9th of June 1928. 6 There \Vas li·l;tle 
doubt that Dublin sentiment was on the side of the O'Casey 
who h1lC1 (~iven. 80 much of b.is genius to the llttlo theatre on 
t·larlborough Street and of whOm Yeats had but recantl"', said, 
IIpoI' I bore in Illind th9t the Abbey oWfld i ttl recent prosperity 
to you. 117 'The Dublin ,2pinjon, the lri~'lh Punch, in its July 
1928 issue carr'ied a full p~ge cartoon showing; H. d tp;nified, 
long-haired, monocled chap in the doorway of the Abbey l'haa-
tl'o, booting into the streot a shabby tellow carry1n~ ~J'he 
~a1ver Tessie manusaript under his arm. 'l~e caption read: 
Uf Course, Dir. O'Casey, you must on no account 
5 T.Jetter, ;50an ()tCqsey to Lady Gre~ory, undated. 
6 ~)'1e Auptlnr'lix 
7 Letter, VI.B.Yellts to Sean V'Casey, 20 April 1928. 
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take this 113 bein~ in the nature ()f' a re.iection. 
I would suggest thAt AOU simply tell the press 
thnt wy foot s11pped.-
On the opposite P!lr.;o u. seriea of possible re5ection slips 
to be offerod U'Casey \'Jas exhibited. 'The most bitin!s W9.~: 
;\BBEY '.L'hEi>.'rRE 
The offering of this play was 
an insult to us. Its return 
is an extravagent compliment 
to you.9 
1 hen ~ gilver 'rsf3f.lie W~.iR finnlly p~ofl.uced at the l'..bbey 
'rhC'rn. tre on the 12th of h.UguS t 1935, Dublin reaction WB-S high-
1'; cr:1tica1. Lermox Hobinson, Ii/ho l£ltol" adrnitted the reject-
i 0'.1 of the playas an eX'l"or of Judgment, deseri bes the reactio 
'rhG Board wera .'1t;t'lcked for allowinr; such n play 
to be performed in the Irish National Theatre, 
containing 88 it did so much thRt WAS offenaive 
to certain sections of the audience. The author 
was evan accused of pHrodying religious ritual, 
and there were ma.ny who Wera shocked ~Y the war 
scenes Bnd the blnsphemous soldierY'.l 
It is generally believed that the Abbey waS short-
Sighted and dictatorial in its rf~fual11 to produc~ the work 
fr~~ the 'new' O'Gasey and the statement by the I~ States-
!lli!!! that, "until The ::iilver Tnesie is performed or published, 
the wise will come to no conclusion."ll WHS heeded by no one. 
8 Dublin Opini~~, July, 1928, 142-3. 
9 ~, 142. 
10 Lennox Robinson, ~ Irish Theatre, 174. 
11 !h! Irish Statesman, X, June, 9, 1928, 265. 
In 
:Even Ge orge Bernard ~~haw '~lD.H recrlli.t~d 1.. nto tho 0 t Vasey ranks 
by the extension of his cOilJIuends.tion in the form of a not too 
revelatory letter: 
My dear ~ean, \'Ihat a hell of ~l pla'Y~ I wonder 
how it will hit the publie ••• rlut the people who 
knew your uncle when you Wf:.H'C H child (so to 
speak) always want to correot your exercises, 
a.nd this was whnt diHHbled tho usually comnotent 
Yeats and Lady Gregory. ~3till it is surpl~1sing 
they fired so very wide, eOlisidFn~j .. ng thAir marks-
manship ••• 
1 f Y (") 9. t s 11 vI wd. d, II I t I r. too 8 ~nm r;e : I c n n' t 
stand it", he would have been in order~ •• 12 
Yeats had not, of course, 1'8marked Bbout the play's 
savageness, but he had offered the following adyiee to v'Gasey: 
Drrunatic action is a fire thnt must burn up 
everything but itBelf; thBrp, nhould be no room 
in a play for anything that does not belong to 
it; the whole history of the world l:lUSt be re-
duced to wallpaper in front of which the chAr-
aoters must pose a.nd speak. 13 
ferhaps nothing in Yeat's letter infuriated otGasey 
as ;nuch a8 the 'wallpaper' interpretqtion of drama, for in 
his bounding retort to Yeats he found in it 'the Ifpretentious 
bi(~nef;S of a pretentious phrase'~ and the !1buildin~ up little 
'iioI'lc1 s of wallpaper and bidin~ s tridi nn; life behind it all. 1I14 
?ven the title of his 1940 play, Oak ~.Y.!!!. and Lavender, 
bnai:' fl the seom:!.ngly derisive auxiliary title of "or A War1d 
12 :-;oan O'Casey, Hose !P..Q.. Crown, N.Y., 1952, 45. 
13 Letter, ,',1.B.Yeats to Sean O'Gasey, 20 April 1928. 
14 Letter, Sean otCasey to l~).B.Yeata, undated. 
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.. , 11 II on a paper. It in not (lif'ficul"t. to 3f"lG why U'C/13P.Y ',naS 
not in ral)port vii th the Yeatnian sorr..nf"".!ubulisn that !1eld the 
great Irish poet's uttention and talents, nnrt it is not with 
an'", difficult~r that 'Ive undcrntand why Yp.nts could not ~oler-
otn the extreme and vigorous dramatic expcrir,.ontntion of' 
C t G !loey J whose cl'udi tin s nnd. bla tr..n t chol'l~ses were not in 
accord ~ith tho ideals of Yoats nor the traditions of the 
•• bbey 'l.'bea tre. 
The 3il vel' 'l'assie was finally. produeod. in Octol'~r ~-=. . 
lU29 by C. B. Cochran of \{hom O'Casey has written: 
'l'he most cunning hund in the tlwatre today is the 
cunning hand of C. ri. Cochrnn. I-le will conjur6 
up Ii dnzzling sky of limelif.;ht, and whon the 
light flashes out, Cochran has Vanished, and in 
his place stands f? cancer, 11 singer, an fwt;r~ss, 
or a playwright, sunning thfnnsel vas in the pool 
of light thnt C oohran hf.'l.s creat(!)d. He OH.n gj.ld 
with no unoomrnon art the dull, dej~oted common-
places of the :3 taga, ~!}d ~.,rhen he l10ts it, gold 
holds all its values. 15 . 
1"rom out of a Cochran-created pool of' light gprHnr; forth the 
new O'Case:r, sunning h:tms(df nnd his nrt in the magnificent 
settings of lmgustus John. If gildinf~ WHS to bfl done, Gooh-
ran was certainly the man to do it, for he W~i~~ the f'01"'emost 
thea trl oal pl'oducer of his day. 0 t Casey, hm,rAVfH', kn,';v\r he 
had a good play o.nd that it waS only to be evaluated in CArets. 
'fhere were many cri tics who did not believe thn t C oellI'an t B 
15 3ean U'Casey, ~ ~lyins ~as~, London, 1937, 155. 
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Rcceptance of tha 'OIl'! 't wn~ Droof t~nt '~'h~} ~Jilver :l'assie 
. -
was a ~ood pIs" ~md one 'vr.r: :-ienn O'1'f.iol::lin16, \,ho wrote in 
9J!nmonweal, "1 t WFiS R cen'Oteti only 'hecause it hid given rise 
f'\ to a cause celebre, becR-use the name of the author WA.S otUasey, 
and because it Wf.\S ~t ~nv r8te [~ood enough to produce. it 
'.!.'he l'evlews of' the play \'/81'f1 Bubstantiallv favor-
able, though a f.ew muttertnr;s of i ncoL.prohAllsi veness and 
foilul'e WAre evident. }\. G. Ma(':llonell17ofthe London Morcury 
found Irhe Silver T8ssi~ " ••• 9 groe.t play. it's subject is 
Humanity sufferinf~ in the \far and i,ir. u·Casey tre<lts his 
subJect bi tterly, nruel1y and .'~rB:~tly.1I Horaoe ;)hipp 18 c8.11-
ed it a wot'k of ~en1.mill! liThe ~aJ.vAr 'l!assia hf1.H faults ••• 
but ln its enormous 8\'mep j. t ern; c.r~rry f: j-nmdred such blem-
lshes am1 :Tet ro:m'!i.n a. vTorl{ of geriwl." l,nothol" reviewer 
found it otherwise: 
1 wish I could praise tl:1s nlay ••• in sDi ta of fi no 
isola.ted touches hare an.d there, I find it a lU.ff,uh-
rioue blunder, almost incredibly erude in its emot-
iona.l emphasis ••• \'\1e must not be too hard upon the 
Abbey 'l'heatre. I thad !1 c~se .19 
16 r'....... O'} , 1 i fI Th C .D " 0' C l! 0eQ.l~ • ao H n, . ~ aRe oJ. >onn H~H~", 
9ormo10nwe,aJ:.., ::C\II, October 11, 1935, t,)7D. 
YXl , 
17 i'e G. hiacDonell, "'rho Drruna, H MercurI, London, 
Uecember, 1929, 166. 
London, 
.. 18 tiorace 6hipp, tlinvaders, tl Eng~.ish Review, 
J...LIX, NovArnber, 1929, 639. 
London, 
19 Richard Jennings, liThe 'L'heatre, II ~).p",c.tator, 
eXLIII, O~tobel', 19, 1929, 523. 
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A reviewer in 'r.heatre ~ I.'1onthll ?alled ita "failure, "20 
while the critic of The New Statesman found it a success: 
Mr. U'Casey has proved right, for whatever may be 
said in criticism of his play it does triumphantly 
"come off" upon the stage, and holds one' 8 attention 
firmly from beginning to end ••• but ••• there is a 
serious flaw ••• which the effectiveness of each 
scene temporarily masks, It lacks the homogeneity, 
the essential unity of a really good play.21 
One reviewer assailed the immaturity of the play and descried 
the ~enius of the author as "unequal, willful, bold and not 
always interesting. u22 Another, jud~ing the olay by audience 
, 
response, phrased his reaction somewhat euphemistically: 
'l'he play WaS received in London wi thout enthusiasm 
by a well-filled house. It is inaccurate to say 
thnt the first performance was booed. 'l'here was 
some booing, in fact, from the gallery, but only 
bOOing of the type thRt is invn.riably heard at a 
first night in l.london. 23 
The Dublin reviewer of the SaturdaI !!eview of Literature 
had difficulty in making up her mind: 
I saw The ~)1lver Tassie and thought it was a curious-
ly uneven production. At times it was grenter than 
anything V'Casey had ever done and there were moments 
20 Benn Levy, "Mr. Morgan ::3hudders at the 'rheatre, U 
Theatre ~ MonthlI, XV, September, 1931, 651. 
21 J. B. w., "The Silver Tassie," !!! Statesman, 
London, XAAlV, Vctober 19, 1929, 52. 
22 Stark Young, "Sean O'Oasey and Victor Chenklin," 
~ Republic, LXI, November 27, 1929, 18. 
23 Michael J. Lennon, "Sean O'Casey and his Plays," 
Catholic World, OXXX, January,1930, 459. 
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when I hoped he would never sink so low again. 24 
Ivor Hrown;5 although finding war-time realism in drama all 
too common, praised the author's audacity and artistry: 
Mr. O'Casey attempts a gunpowder sonata, which 
shall be both a litany of the drunned and an outline 
of all human agony in silhouetted cartoon ••• 
Mr. O'Casey refusing to exploit his comedic mastery 
of the breezy blackguardism implement of expression 
in order to force it to new solendours and new 
significance. ' 
'I'he produotion of .:!l:!! Silver rl1assie at the Appollo 
Theatre in October 1929 was, on the whole, a SUbstantial but 
moderate suooess. IThere were those in Dublin who wondered 
what effeot this suocess waS having upon the Abbey Theatre 
directors. Mary 14anning, Dublin reviewer for the ~aturdaI 
Review 2! Literatu~e, found that 
The Abbey Directors have maintained a sinister oalm 
over !h!? Silver Tassie. 'l'hey have remained silent 
even when the London critics foamed over the London 
production of this amazing play and oompared O'Casey 
very favorably to ~hakespear •• 26 
Or the production itself, ~iss Manning was not at all im-
pressed. The Hacting waS bad •••. the production was inaocurate 
and stupid except in the extraordinary second act. tl27 
24 Mary Manning, uIn Dublin Today," Saturday 
Review ~ Literature, VI, May 17, 1930, 1050. 
25 Ivor Hrown, "Cup of Unkindness," Saturday 
Review, London, CALVIII, Uctober 19, 1929, 446. 
26 Manfting, "In Dublin Today," ::!aturday RAview E! 
Literature, VI, 1050. 
27 !E!!!, 1050. 
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However one may feel abou: the play in its entirety, 
most reviewers found the second act a distinct challenge and 
freely admi ttedtheir bewilderment with the playwright's in-
sertion of an expressionistic act between two realistic onAS. 
Many critics shuddered and refused to cmmnit themselves. 
Some complained of lack of continuity; of crudities in the 
actor's lines, and of mishandling of the subject matter; but 
most cr1 tics agreed that the second act, for all 1 ts merits 
or demerits, had flagged up interest and excitement among 
the playgoers. 
We may label the second act expressionistic or, at 
any rate, unrealistic, but we will find it most difficult 
to ~auge its significance or meaning in the dramatic progress-
ion of the play. It is simple to define the act as a drama-
tization or "the war fran the 'rommie's point of view, "28 or 
that it i8 "trench life transfigured,u29 or "it is war as it 
spiritually was,u30 but it is equally pertinent to enquire 
what the dramatist's artistic 11lQtive WaS in interposing this 
elaborate symbol of the great war "at the end of a rousingly; 
28 Matthew Norga te, II 1'.11". 0 t Oasey' S Jt~:xperiment," 
!h! Hation, London, XLVI, uctober 26, 1929, 138. 
29 ~tephen Gwynn, "Ebb and Plow,·' Portni tell, 
London, December 1929, CXXXII, 852. 
30 HOI'ace Shipp, liThe Invaders," English Review, 
London, XLIA, November 1929, 639. 
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realistic first act that had not even begun to shap.-, the 
. ' 
l,roblem of the play. Had the second act nreced~d tho first 
9S a kind of prologue, setting the mood and a.nproaching the 
idea of the play, uni ty ,",ould not have been sacrificed and 
the expressionistic scene could have been symbolic of the 
encompassing theme of the play. Barney is th~ only character 
in the first act who emerges in the second. Harry - who 
canes closest to being the play's prota~onist - , along with 
:511oia and Jessie, do not appear in the second act nor can they 
be identified with the types and symbols employed to delin-
eate the action. 
The Silve:r: 'russie is not the first play in which 
O'Casey has employed symbolic twes and representations, for 
one may find symbolic action and idea in his Abbey Theatre 
plays. But this is the first time that he has directly and 
consciously used types that have no particular identity as 
individuals but are recognizable only as representations of 
attitudes or opinions. One is also aware of the playwright's 
employment of inanimate objects to suggest the plot line; 
thus, ~ Silver Tassie or the silver loving cup, becomes the 
reward for athletic prowess and one would assume it to be the 
object of the playwright to Rrrange and employ his dramatic 
act:lon so that this symbol exposes its every facet and po-
tentiality. But with O'Gasey, neither his human symbols or 
25 
his inanimate symbols ever become a!lythin~ more at the end of 
the play than they were at the beginning. Neither do they 
reflect an element of universality by being representative of 
more than one idea or opinion, or by e:xposin~ themselves as 
one thing to one group 01' individual and as another thing to 
a different group or individual. Almost every symbol of 
O'Casey's is static and is deliberately refined to a point 
where it can be conceived as nothing more than an opinion or 
attitude. SInce these oaricatures or symbols do not reveal 
or divulge, they are merely one-faceted characterizations and 
the play's limi tati ons are those of a moralIty play where a 
satisfactory denouement is unnecessary, and where just retri-
bution is not only anticipated but conventional. 
One London oritic thought the controversial second 
act was 
not devoted to saying that war is horrible. It is 
devoted to showin~ what \':ar is and leaving the 
audience to judge for itself ••• To say that it is 
dramatically false because it is impossible to 
identify in it the oharaoters of the other two 
acts (there are really 3 other aot!) is to miss 
the symbolio representation of the oomplete 
obliteration of individuality in the war. 31 
This oritio, it seems, has unwittingly exposed 
Q-Casay's most glaring defioiancy in the delineation and 
31 A. G. MaoDonell, "The DrlJDlll," Merour:y, London, 
JO..I, Deoen1ber 1929, 166. 
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employment of symbols. ~jymbols tha.t ~lre mere ref)resAnt~tions 
of comraonly recognized idoos, and 'Nhlch qre not diagnorloc1 Hnd 
dissected by tho plflywright to reveal thfJ (101"(') and ~ubstA.nee 
of the idea, have little dramatic va.lue. A nl1Y ~uh[Jists on 
audience renction nnd i.f evel~:r plH:rgo(~r in left tJ his own 
devices in discorning s~abolic interpretations, the a.uthor's 
difficulty becoIllos insnrlaountable, when !'It the oono1u81011 of 
tho play, he is required to tie togother all the v~lrious re-
actions to tho symbol in order to achieve H consummate Hnd 
conclusive i;npa.ot. But symbols that have not depth or the 
capa.oities to illumine truths are nothing more than morality 
personifioations, und, with the posnible oxoaption of' Jader-
!!!!!1!!, have 10no; s1 nee prO"lTen themsol vas tri to and out of 
fashion. 
If it was in V'Casey's mind to express, in the 
seoond act, tho complete obliteration of individuality in war, 
he was Ht onoe handicaPP0d by his use of rAa.lislll to apnl'oaoh 
the pl!lyts theme. moreover, such t1 thesis in not wr:lll p;round-
ad, for individuality is not obsoured or annihilated by war, 
~s such wOl"ks A.S ill Q.uiet .2!! ~ ""{estern Front, Parade's End 
and Farewell J!Q..!!!!!!., will demonstrate. Young Franz exposes 
laore of the horrors of war at his conoeptual level than does 
Tietjen who waS a combatant in the same war, and their exper-
ienoes are both sinqularly individualistic. In dr&aa, R. Ge 
27 
~)herrl ff' s Jou't'n~:v~~, eminently nortrays war wi th real-
. 
i~tlc nunC';ency, an eff~ct th:'3.t could not ha.ve been l:lchleved 
without n.clltely drawn ne't'''Jonalities. If H. reduction of all 
peonles to a c ommen rie"lorl'linqtor api tO~;11 zas the exigoncies of 
wnr, then the nlny iih~'1 cannot be Ll.I::'iequ!=ltAlv intel~PI'eted or 
delineAted by th", lIse of VGCUOUS sym':ols that fl!'6 realistic-
Toller's l1~ rtnd ~ ~lnsnos demonstrates effective 
e:xnrAssioni~tic or I idea' draran, -v1i th 1 ts pi tting of ideas 
or concepts n.l7,ai ns t nntn.gont otic forces. r ..~.as Sf.'!1J !lre delinea-
ted and not individuals. Ideas are compelled to actior: and 
symbolic groups suffer nnd struggle for ascendency. l' .. n eye-
witness to en~ of the first performances of lr:an nnd the blf:\SSeS 
---
reveals how the effects of adroit dramaturgy and skillfully 
delineated symbolic maRaAS achieve an effectual impact and 
conolusiveness~ 
••• mass of people, flculptured wi th light, swaying, 
distending, contracting about its two central, 
gestioubltlng f'ip;uros ••• er,ch CO'c'iers further and 
further back, s.wal ting the machine gun shots that 
it seems mus t come any minute through the curtain ••• 
One stiffens in one's seat, braCing oneself help-
lessly ngalnst the invisible bayonet stab. frhe 
effect 1s more overwhelming than if one heard the 
rattle of musquetry and seen those workers shot 
down before one's eyes. 32 
32 Lee Simonson, "Down to the Cellar," Theatre 
~ A'l.onthU, VI, Pebruary 1922, 127. ~--
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l:)ecause 0 t G >18e7':3 '~he().ll V(U' T,lBSip. hn:j h~t7n quito fl"'e1uent:1y 
. 
ba3 bean made. It may glso help to 3uhstantiqte th0 t~eory 
that modern dra..nll is action rirruna and, ',vhether t t un.dertnkes 
the problems of the l[la3908 or the lnrU \r1Jl11111, its drarnatic 
OUI'pose must be evident. Hie:;h1y st;lliged tnolAgns, chqnting, 
and songs do not, by themselves, ma.ke good drama. 'I'he Silver 
'.Pa3sie, howf3ver, 1s cGsantially not an exoressionint1.c ~l:rr, 
,}lthough the second act is S11?9rfiaially so, 2,nn elmnents of 
expressionism are noted in the lAst two aets. It is a real-
iatia play employing symbols and expressionistic deviees, 
tending to aimlensnF188 because ot its lack of 11 recognizable 
ideA or a sylJ1p~Lhetic protagonist. 
'\l11alter :3tarkie,33 in a ravieV'l of the O'Casey plays, 
c1 ted these weaknesses in the constrnction of 'rho ~1.ilver 
rrassie and was rewarded with n caustic renly by the n1aywright. 
':riting of tho second act, O'Casey retorts: 
rrho crude realism of th0 w()rns dr:)es not ~ui t the 
chant. What does he mean?' Is not one word as real 
as another? Is there a different kind of rOHlism 
in different words?34 
Poor Harry has not half the personality of poor, 
pale 11 ttle Il'j ollser si tting outside the tenew.ant 
33 Walter dtnrk1a, "'The Plays of Sean O'Casey," 
~ Oenturl, elV, August 1928, 400. 
34 Sean O'Casey, ttReply to Walter titark1e, Ii 
~ CenturI, London, ClV, September 1928, 400. 
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in the Plougn and the Stars. Be!'!t to tell t~he 
Doctor that .. arry has not rmy of the personallty 
of poor, pale little MollAer 8ittin~ outside the 
tenement simply because he was not meant to have 
it. 35 
And when Starkie complFlined that no perceptible or grl)dual 
trnnsformation of the Bible-quoting Susie waS evident, v'Casey 
If Dr. ~!,tf;trkie nf-la read the new ph!Y' 9.l'! often as 
he says he read the old ones, he would see that 
no gradual cha:nge is shown because no change 
takes place. $usie can show a le~ in the first 
. ~ 36 
uct as well ,~s ::.tho can in the last. 
o'Casay does not ravenl his reHsons for declining to give 
tlH} cherncters of his plays comr1ex, d8v~lo'Ping TJorsoTll1.1it-
iAg, nn<'l 'Na ore left to con.1ecture for ourselves B.S to his 
r'totives. A possiblit.., exists that his BPnroach to the play 
ide9 \"H!B throup;h his own att1 tudes and opin1ons 9.nr1 not 
tr!rOlv:r,h the intel"l")ret~ ti ons of )-:.13 charnc ters • Thus th~ 
nI11"" idea WAS 110t to 'be exnlor~d or Flnal-vzed by the Ch8r9.0-
elusions of the r1.qYWT'ight. 
in 'I'h~ ~)11ver tl'nssle, it is rtirrieult to o"=]t'}rco:ne the feeling 
thqt wss Axnrossed by Curtis Cflnfteld37 in the for l:l'1rd to 
New York, 
35 Ibid, 401 
36 ~, 401 
37 Curtis Canfield, Plaxs ~ ~ Irlsh Renaissan~e, 
1932, 296. 
his Plays of the Irish R~nai~HlnnCe: 
............... '------_. .. 
It oay be that Q'Casey is in grave danger of 
makin£l: the mistake }~ugene UtNeill is l1;uilty 
of' in his last play [Mourning Becomes '~lectr~ 
the mistake of thinking himself a better phil-
osopher t'h.an he is .:3 dramatist or story-tellor 
(the two terms are, of course, synon-ymous). 
"'13 have no ,-!uD.l"rel wi t}l hi S ohvi eusl y si neere 
attempt to discover new methods and new depar-
tures, hut we (10 1:'07,1:'ot hi s throvring o~:erbot1rd 
the type of play he was beginnin~ to master at 
13. timH 'vhen i t;s unofulness noo ~3 not seem to be 
e.xhaus ted. 
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C rLl!' 'j.'f:g I I I 
Altho~lr,h ~jont pl;lYYlI'ir:h"';3 atterupt to concentrute 
th0 nurnnatlon of t110 ('lay 1rlon into its '.:;itlo, UtGl:lsoy pluy 
titlos interpret, +;hrough tho ,;iedium of s:Ilubol:), the ton~ a.nd 
th61,18 of the play. In t'lu'n, tho tone a.nd tl:erae of the play 
revea.ls the SU1)~; t;Hlce of the plot 'mel its Su.bs6tiUent use of 
symbols a.nd '0'9i'so::ltfict;t;1ons~ '.:'he ~ly,Jbols in tb~se play!..~ 0.0 
not respond end re~ct to o~ch ot}~r in reulistic juxtapos-
ition but are activated only by the elabol'ation of the thelllEt 
or idea of the play. This elaboration of theme does not 
reveal the ?rotagonist in '1 cl!lshing or frustrf1ting milieu, 
but merely cornonstrat8s the author's predi3position or 1;)18.3. 
To say these sTnbolic tablenux represent t;16 pi th 
and significance of the play idea 1::.: to relax fr01i1 the defin-
itive meanin~ of tho word plot, and to admit the drrunatic 
potentiali ty of bloodle~ls raorali ty plaY3 and quixot:10 ps.g-
aants. The symbols and the symbolic sug~estiveness in the 
Inter plays of 08an v t l;n.sc;r fJl"O exceodinp;ly obvi ous, and 
this lack of realistic complexity tends to diminiDh the 
31 
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B 19ni fi cance of tll~ (iNul.n D.nd to l"e.legate its erfec ti veness 
to th~t of an olabornte buckdrop in front of which actors 
l!1orHlize or [;lng, or ,lffect, the <.u'bitl'ary attitudes of the 
pI 'lywrii~ht. 
rcY-:llbolz, three distinct types a.nd unngos are 11scorned. The 
first of the Sf; is the extrin!Jic or arbitrary Byrr.bol, u. raer'e 
t9.g without especial iil(Janing or Significance, whose function 
i8 primarily oporational. It -;d.ll be the object of thL, papc3r 
os of this kind. '1:1.e s(~cond type of SSl.l(DOl i8 the inLrin,sic 
or descriptive Bj."Wbol in which the nYlabol 1s not identic:ll 
~;i th tho thing sY:;lbolizod, but in '.vhich tl.e coincidence of 
character a.nd 1'Jubstunce is sufficient to mnke analagous pred-
iCA.tion possible. This is the type of nY-Lilbol illost often em-
ploved in liteJ'ature and Hrt. l'hel;hird t.ype of sy.ulbol is 
the imJight ~JYlllbol, I;l sytllbol that d.or:~s not point tv or load 
to, but actually leads ~ the .idea, thus shunning I'apI'e-
sentation for insight. One of the most cogent illustrations 
of this kind of symbol 1s the suggestiveness of the onion in 
Ibslltn' s ~~. 11he onion, as revealed in thin play, when 
one layer after another has been removed, finally reveals 
l'Jalbur ~tJ.arehall Urban, Language !.ill! Heal! t;X. 
New York, 1939, 414. 
• 
nothing, and as 8U~'h b~C()1'0"l tb~ "~r!Jtbol of the ''1vntish 1', 
w~1ch i~ qlso n0thln~nA1s ~t th~ eorn. H~~A it will hA SAen 
that insight into tl:,(l natuT'~ of th0 so~:tf\l s~1.r 1_~ ~ort:ra,,~d 
in f.i rllHnner wlJich no 11,,101lnt of l1oncAnt~t31 nAnCt'intio!'l ~ould 
attain. 
,nthough ulCasnj ""'13Y Dlot~r1re not r'H.sttnctl'V, no!' 
sufficiently, i'l.:1ig}-t .sY:;ibo18, the nlot r.!tr-uctuyoe flno the 
e;:iploywent o.f 'l.lor';-ilit~Tt D~t'gontft~r\t1.ons 1T'r1cl1tp,~ t;Y>rlt t.he 
pl~~irisht intende~ his innnA or the~e~ to leR~ into "no AX-
:;:03e IJ. pHl,ticul l' insig>.t or intel11.a;0'!'1CI"," Th~ fol1o"rtn~ 
::n:Ullmal"ieg of thA 1."t0r :ll'1Ys ',\'ill r'1ve!"l th" lp~l{: 01' ~-vn1bol 
expansion or :;:lnbor',)tion ann tho tgnori:n~ of the ~ymbolts 
function which is to reY8Hl 5.ntr-o:1nec+;ive ,)fn"e~ntion ot-
knowledge of oaI'tain unknown nsn~cts of !'A,,1l1 tv. Sean 0'Oa8e1' 
leads us to the s~jbol, not into it. 
frh~ ~J tHr Turns Rad2 
In this p1::ty "}c-;ar:. O'CDS~~l emD1.oys the str,r of 
Christendofn, t:h":1 symbol of the birth of Christ, A.nc" renlaces 
it with tho red stnr of Commnnism. POI' three of the f.our 
ac ts a s11 val" I shir: ing 8 tar is t!e~n throl1q:b the 1i',1 r'lows ot 
the scene settings, but in the final of 
2 1ean U'CBsey, Colleete 
II, 239. 
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Com.r:tunisrn have been dAfeated, th~ star turns a resn1endent 
. 
red. If the nlaywri~ht had anticipated ~n element of sus. 
DP.l1f,'7 to nild t'J th~ emotionn1 notentiA.li ty of the play, it 
',<.'nS ob',i 0'.191 'V' 1ispelhH~ \"{hen the s trlln;n;le deve loned in the 
fi~st net h~il ~lreq~y h~~n rosolve~ in the ulay title. 
".'or'1nn, who oeeU'DY the3!3 rooms, have two sons: Kian, a Fascist, 
the Fnscis ts '1nn the CommlJ"1t s ts to s t OI"!U the fee tories !lnd 
f'll!,ple .Priest (ryrtest of the noliticians) 'It'S in l?1ar;ue with 
the Fesclst r.r,J:'ou.P onr. pleqd 'Nt tr trl" 01.d :Jnn nnr'! Old ~"oman to 
f'!'et their son,Jack" to n.h.1ure COrnr.1nnlsm. .Tack r\'.":'u~r;s. The 
lender of thA Fascist p.:roup then storms th3 hou'3'} 'vi th his 
r~.hhle ~md wh..,n Julie, .Tnclc's rr,1rl-f'r'iend, ~nd her f'ather, 
Michael, protest, the for:ner is horsow'binnerJ nnd the Intter 
Act two is tn th~ hp'gdqu~rters of the G~neral 
or th"'l Unto'!'} th1"oW out Hl1d Jt'11, q Co:nmunist, an? thA:r (}on-
sAnt. But RlD,o .T1m' s ~oho'Pt, b,..nnni~fn~, 1nrt th~} Brown Pl"iest 
th~ delegates being held Rt bay by Brann1~an. 
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In the thirr't a.ct ONe nro br;ck in the home of the Old 
£jan end Old ·,lVoman where the body of L<~ichael is laid out for 
furnle Priest ~r,. out "'1ave us from the curse of Uommunism." 
A Chris tlan bur! al 1.9 C ontr-mr;:)lll'tAd, but ::ed Jim interferes .. 
and the bodv if!! cnr1"i.",:,c 1")11t by f;~1~~ ;~ied Guards. The fourth 
mayor wh"re Chriatnll\~ fa 8 ti vi ties are planned for the evening. 
The Lord Mavor nnxiously 'F!aitc nell'S that the Pascist coup 
is successful. .but soon the Red Guards s torlll the liayor' a 
residence ann !After e b!'i '3f sl~i I.'hi sh .\'1 th tl!e Fascis ts, emerge 
the victors. In th~ Qrf'r8'1 ,T:te;c i8 kl11(3d, lind J.\od. JOim 
The '110~t ~tr1kin;: f0nturn of tl1is play is the dis-
sant1n,,! 81 th(lltr n;ooo or ~'Ji10. "'i t,h Of Ca~~(j~'{ i..here is no such 
thing as til dua.l nl'ltu.rf."l, 9 comrIe? P0J:'8ow;.11ty, or an individ-
u&.l who may waver 01" 8 tr11fl;t,;1p. wi tl: f crees beyond his compre-
beAn nAatl" tl'tthereno on one flinr; of ~~he fence or the other .. 
and in the oours., of. th~ '"'1~17r I",),olc.ir: fixud and s';;a.tiic. .l.t i8 
a play in which the ~V!11t~ol of t~)'"l ~:l tar' {tlle demise of Christ-
ian morality and the rise of a glorious Communistic economy) 
• 
df,pic ts the acti on of the play, and. the a.ction of tho play 
requires only puppets who have nothing to do but conform to 
'"~rh(tn t'he pln'Y' ','1:~S pro.1.uced in 1940 t Stephen ~)p6nd­
'.11"3 found th,~ ''lctin,<: quite dl.s&pr)ointing; 'Nhat he fail()d to 
thA qu~li tios of his~btH3y plays, he found it 
poor stu:ff ••• Hll the characters are 'types' in 
the sense that they are labelled and numbered 
and fit lnto the COIDumnist ;lchen!8 of i.1orality 
whi ch - wha tever one may thi nk of it - grades 
people only according to t~eir u~9fuln08s to 
a cause. 
When characters have no identity as individuals they have 
in them no more dramatic potentiality than a stage property 
that merely amplifies the localizing of atmosphere. That the 
play was involved with a Communistic theme should not detract 
from its dramatic potentiality, nor from the artistry involved 
in its completion. Unfortunately, however, the Communistic 
theme, with its pitting of the church aga.inst an oconomic 
ideology, WAS not within the intellectual quotiAnt of the 
playwright. Ashley Dukes 4 in Theatre ~ Monthly remarks 
:3 Stephen Spender, It A Morality Play with No Morals, ff 
"~A' i <::0 t ... t .... c:om"n 1 on,:t ()n ' I-X j' '" ..... ~ '., l~' ., 1"'10 .,. a.,-~ ... i1'; ~.~}10.-.' f;.~, J <.L .... , "~" --#\., \';\.J • .JI.~ ,I, ~L; .. ·.~., '(.}o .. .;. 
4 Ashley Dukes, "::Social Basis," 'l'he,atre ~ 
Monthly, XXIV, June 1940, 413. 
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that O'Casey has lost himself politically and suggests "he 
. 
should study facts before presenting the Church as an insti-
gator of belted totalitarian sa~ron-8hirts.N It is not 
likely that the shining star of Christendom could be easily 
destroyed or replaced, dramatically or otherwise, by a s~bol 
of such flimsy stuff. 
Within The Gates5 
The idea of this play is dramatized against a 
oyolical backdrop enoompassing the four seasons, beginning 
with spring and ending with winter. A dejected. and despair-
ing Young Woman is struggling against the enoroachment of 
the Down and Out group. She is a prostitute, the illegitimate 
daughter of the Bishop. The action of the play is oonoen-
trated in that part of a park 'just within the gates' where 
various symbolic characters and groups congegrate to argue 
and vilify, while the Young Woman aocompenies their dialectiCS 
with an oft-expressed desire to .find 'peace'. At the end of 
the first scene, the Young Woman is taken to jail for solio-
iting in the park. 
Scene two is a summer noon. The Young Woman begs 
the Bishop to help her, neither reoognizing the other as 
father or daughter. Beoause ahe is a dissolute person, the 
II 112. 
5 Sean U'Casey, Collected Plays, London, 1950, 
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Bishop refuses to help her, but later, when he learns her 
identity, he gives the Dreamer - a poet and writer of maga-
zine articles - several pounds to give to her. When the 
Dreamer gives the money to the Young Woman he pleads with her 
I 
to find happiness wi th him, but she decl1nes. Instead, she 
accepts the offer to discover "the peace that is perfect" fran 
a Salvation A~y officer who slyly fondles her knee. 
In the autumn scene the Young Woman is unsteady from 
too much wine. The Bishop offers her hope if she will spend 
a year or two in the Sisterhood. She refuses his offer aa 
the Down and Out chorus passes by, chanting, "We challenge 
~ lite no more, no more, wi th our dead ~rai th and our dead hope". 
Frightened, the Young WCDan, runs to the open arms of the 
Dreamer. 
In the fourth scene, the winter scene, the Bishop 
has a change of heart and is searching for his daughter in the 
park. The Young Woman returns from a debauch wi th the Dream-
er and throws herself at the Bishop's feet while the Down and 
Out group press close about her, chanting, "She must be merry 
no more, she must be set in the midst of the mournful··. The 
Dreamer exhorts the Young Woman to "Sing them Silent, dance 
them still, and laugh them into an open shame". She daneel 
w1 th the Dream.er until her steps falter and she kn,;':~! she 
is going to die. With death close about her, she asks the 
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Bishop to guide her hand in making the sign of the oross. 
'J.'his play has been oalled many things, among them 
being, "a synthesis of poetry, musio and dance ••• a singularly 
rnuzzy and muddle-headed play,W6 "a oharade,"7 and lithe using 
of musical comedy technique to express philosophio tragedy.uS 
The symbolism is indeed obvious and elementary; it is only 
the universal significance of the symbol that is lacking and 
its relation to the theme of the play. 
Once the drama unfolds we find ourselves within the 
park gates faced with a horde of diverse, exotic personal-
ities ranting ideological tidbits, mocking and scorning with 
typical otCasey abandon. The Dreamer 1s a blatant hedonist 
who symbolically represents the poet. thinker; the Young Wanan 
is an unashamed prostitute; the BiShop is clearly a frightful 
person, and the Salvation Army officer evangelistically saves 
souls but has an eye for a pretty leg, an Athiest argues with 
a Man with the Trilby Hat, while other symbols enliven the 
scene. This melaBSe, oolorfu1 $nd disputatious, achieves no 
more harmony or undenstanding at the end of the play than was 
evident at the beginning. 1'hroughout four scenes the only 
6 Grenville Vernon, "Within the Gates,11 Common-
weal, XXI, November 9, 1934, 66. 
-
'1 Joseph Wood Krutoh, "Mr. otCaseyt s Charade," 
Nation, CXXXIX, November 7, 1934, 546. 
8 Desmond lt1acCarthey, "Hyde Park, tf !!:! Statesman, 
VII, Pebruary 17, 1934, 226. 
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disoernible and sympathetic aotion in the play is the striv-
ing of the Young Woman to find 'peaoe' and her unwillingness 
to become one of that vast, amorphous, religion-ridden group 
of the Down and Out, who are ostensibly under the misguided 
wing of the Bishop. Throughout the play the Young 'Woman playa 
the harlot and persists 1n her "danoe to the death" att1tude, 
and at no time expresses a desire to g1ve up her waywardness 
even though that m1ght conoeivably be the first step to obtain 
happiness for her. 
It is not easy to grasp the feeling or the senti-
ment of the prostitute sinoe her personality is not adequate-
ly or profioiently handled. It would be Simple to say she is 
a symbol of a very wretched person in a oomplex world of 
poli tical ideologies and oon,fl1oting morali ties, but the onus 
of her profess1on does not make it lIkely that she could be 
muoh troubled by either. In her searoh for "peace" she is 
oonfronted with the salvation of the evangalists and the 
Bishop's severe piety, but the ~nipre8ent Down and Out group 
have already foreshadowed the climax of the play, while the 
belated gestura of the sign of the cross is merely anti-
climactio and without signifioanoe. 
Lennox ~obinson9 remarked that "muoh that waS still 
9 Lennox Robinson, !h!. I,rish Theatre, London 
1939, 174. 
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nebulous and tentative in ~ S,ilver 'fassie, became clarified 
in his next play, Wi trJ.n ~ Gates." 1\1 though M.r. Robinson 
failed to reveal what had been clarified, he found the play 
deserving of posterity, for he continued: 
If any play of recent years deserves to last as a 
monument of dramatic art in these restless years, 
it is this moving drama of O·Casey. Here the 
author has worked out his dramatic motive as if 
it were the noble theme of a symphony ••• 
Critical evaluations of the symbolism employed in 
Within the Gates varied. John GassnerlO found that "the 
--,.;;;..;:;.,;;,;;;. 
author's own explanations of his allegory are abstruse and 
the precise meaning of his symbolism is ooen to discussion." 
Morten D. Zabelll recognizes the playas an experiment to 
liberate the creative spirit of the dramatist fran 
the shackles and tedium of naturalism; he wants 
to arouse th.e elan of a ranging imagination, the 
vital foroe of an ideal symbolism. 
Another critic found the symbolism merely well-intentioned 
and 
for the most part, in reasonably ~ood taste. \ But 
Wi thin the Gates did not refill", seem to earn the' 
title of either poetiC drama or genuinely illumin-
ating allegory.12 
10 John Gassner, Masters ~ ~ Dram~, New York 
1940, 571. 
11 Morten D. Zabel, IIPoetry for the Theatre, U 
Poetry, XLV, December 1934, 152. 
12 Krutch, "Mr. u'Casey's Charade,· Nation, 
CXXX!X, 546. 
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-1:0 Edith J. R. lsa80s13 it is "an O?vious play, the elab-
orate symbolism quite elerr!entary, f:md even old-fashioned ••• "', 
while to another wl'i tel" the symbols apneared to be adequately 
de li ne 11 te9. : 
Poets with a sense of' humor are rare, dramatists 
who are poets also al'e even l'al'er, symbolists 
who make their symbols weep and laugh14and talk like humans, al'e the rarest of all ••• 
'fhe reviewers. fol' the raoS t part, failed to grasp 
the signifioance of the play's theme. One called it wa sym-
bolio vision of modern oi ty life, "15 another a "raising of 
the moral and sooial problems of the individual and group on 
to a universal, almost a mythologioal Plane,n16 another a 
"statement of man's relationship to man and woman and neture 
and rellg1on,"17 another a I'pageant ot tormented ~ouls ••• 
exposing the oheap shoddy of' model'n sooiety, Ilia 8J1d still 
another a "stirring drama of' humanitarian fantasy."19 For-
13 Edith J.R. Isaacs, ttP1ayhouse Gates," Theatre, 
, ~, lVIII, Deoember 1934, B97 •. 
14 "An Irishman Looks at England and Beyond," 
Editorial, Saturday Review 2! Literatul'e, XI, Nov. 1934, 256. 
15 Homer E. Woodbridge, "Sean O·Casey," ~outh 
litlantio Quarterly. XL, January 1941, 57. 
16 Llerek Verschoy1e, "Within the Gates," Spec-
tator, GLII, February 16, 1934., 235. 
17 18aacs, "Playhouse Gates," Theatre~, 897. 
18 "Not Good Enough for Ireland," Li teran Digest, 
XXVI, Ootober 27, 1934, 26. 
19 Saturday deview ~ Literature, XI, 256. 
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tuna.tely, we have 0ean O'Casey's revelatory explanation that 
the theme of the play is not a. Itcry for restful death, but a 
cry for vigorous and effective I1fe.'~20 
Purple Dust2l 
To Sean otGasey the color purple is tllOSt often 
symbolic of the anoient, the regal and the pompous; other 
appllcations of thls color are obvious and include its employ-
ment, as in !i ~ Turns ~, to portray the unfeeling, im-
perious domination of the clergy. In Purple ~ it is a 
color that betokens the past, a past that recalls no dOll.bt 
to v'Casey the great Georgian mansions of Dublin, whlch have 
long since degenerated from their former luster. In the 
drawlng-room of such a manslon, O'Casey - using one of the 
workmen employed to refurblsh the mansion as a mouthpiece -
apostrophizes, "It's mesel! is sayln' ourselves came late, 
but soon enough to see the finery fAde to purple dust, an' 
the flow ot the quality turn to murmurin' 'ashes.« 'The sym-
bollc toil'to this line of thought is the Englishman owner 
ot the house, Poges, who reters to the restoration of the 
house when he exclaim., f'We mus t lengthen our arms back to 
III, 1. 
20 ~ean 0'Oa8e,., ~ lIl;v:1ng Wasp, IJondon, 1937, 47. 
21 ~ean O'Casey, Collected PlaIs, London, 1950, 
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the past and pluck back sane of the ~ood things that havntt 
. 
gone away as fAr from us as the dead who knew them." 
The selection of Irish vrorla'llsn 1:;0 restore the old 
rrur!or mansion. to its former elegance is a p;ood example of 
otCasey's symbolic suggestiveness carried to an ironic de-
gree and when coupled with the suggestiveness of a simnering 
Englishman, the theme becomes absurd. The appearance of the 
play at a time when the }i;nglish people were enduring the 
Blitz has been oalled "the best E\xample of poor timing. 1f22 
PurEle ~ opens with two English gentlemen 
attempting the reconstruction of a mansion in Ireland and 
demonstrating their obvious unsuitability for this kind at 
endeavor. '£he tone at the play is set at the beginning when 
one of the Irish workmen describes the English people to 
another worker% tt'l'hey' d plunge through any hardship to make 
themselves believe they are what they never can become. If 'rb.e 
hero of the play then emerges and with typical Irish astute-
ness, sets things aright and der~des the efforts of the Fng-
lishmen. ~rore the last act is over he has stolen the 
Englishman's mistress and ories out: 
You have had your day, like every dog. Your 
'rudors have had their day, and they are gone; and 
22 John Gassner, I'The Prodigality of Sean v'Casey," 
Theatre ~ Monthly, XXXV, June 1951, 102. 
the little heap 0 purple dust they left behind 
them will vanish away in the tlow ot the river ••• 
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And so it is that the ~randeur and the illumination of the 
inexorable English past must be swept away by the onrushing 
waters, and the Englishman is lett to utter these contrite 
and humiliating lines as the final ourtain falls: "ay com-
fort's gone, and my house of pride is strainin~ towards a 
fall. N 
Red Hoses for Me23 
In ~ H9ses ~~ we are exposed to an oft-used 
symbol which currently is found in OtGasey's latest auto-
biographical work, 1h! ~ !ES Crown. 24 In this play the 
title's symbolic relationship to the theme may be drawn from 
the mouths ot the dramatis personae. Ayamonn, the protago-
nist, aocuses his sweetheart ot being a timid little girl 
beoause she insists upon attending a retreat begun by the 
daup,hters of' St. Frigid. He remarks: 
Soon enough to browse wi tho wi sdorn when '.rime t s 
grey finger puts n warning speok on the orimson 
rose of youth ••• Let the timid tiptoe through the 
way where the paler blossoms grow; my feet shall 
be where the redder roses grow. 
23 
Ill, 123. 
Sean O'Oase'1, Collected Plals, London, 1950, 
24 Sean O'Casey, !h! !2!! ~ Crown, New York, 
1952. 
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'fhis personif1cation of the red rose as the lustiness of 
youth is amplified in the song that is sung throughout the 
play: 
Her petticoat's Simple, her feat are but bare, 
An' all that she has is but neat an' scantie; 
But stars in th' deeps of her eyes are exclaiming 
I oarry a rioh bunch of red roses for theet 
YJhen someone asks. if the song is not a trifle indecent, the 
answer is: 
Are you catalogued, too, with the Catholio Young 
Men going about wi th noses long as a snipe's 
bill, sthripping the gayest rose of its petals 
in search of a beetle •• ? 
Beauty and youth despoiled by piety and Christian morality 
1s carried to an Absurd degree when the protagonist exhort. 
the 8.:rtless 3hiala, his girl-friend, to, "Change, if you 
want to, the burning kiss falling on the upturned, begging 
mouth for the chill carress of a bony, bearded saint. H And 
then, in a more quiesoent tone, "Vath red roses in your hand, 
you'd look beautiful. M ~ben, in the last aot, the hero has 
Clied in the struggle of the oommon people, Shiela stands near 
tha churchdoQr holdinr,;: n bunch of crimson roses in her hand 
and muses, "roses red were never meant for me. 1i It is indeed 
diffioult to mater1.e.liza one cogont idea into the signifioance 
of the roa~, unless it be n hedonistic a.ppraisal of' life, such 
~s, garner the pl~a8ures of today for tomorrow may never came. 
And yet there are weightier ideaS in the play, ides8 that are 
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~ctually the motivating stimuli for action and plot. 
The first act discloses a dilapidated roam in a 
poor workingman's house. MrS. Breydon, a oounterpart of 
otCasey's mother as revealed in his autobiographies, watohes 
her son,~yamonn, praotising a Shakespearean role when three 
nelghbors, bearing a.n image of the Blessed Virgin, beg a piece 
of soap with which to wash the statue. As they leave, Shiela 
arrives and informs l;.yamonn of the Retreat, and when he is 
angered, their engagement is broken off. ljefOr'e the fall of 
the first (let curtain, the three neighbors rush in to tell 
of the disappearance of the statue of the Virgin. The seoond 
oct ocene is the same as flct one except that 1 t is ten at 
night. Brennan, a mocker a.nd an iconoclast, enters bearing a 
newly gilded statue, and he relates to mother and son that he 
has had it brightened because a sick child was attaohed to it, 
and her health deponded upon its return. A discussion of 
rflllgion and evolution takes plaoe until the Rector and Two 
Hallwaymen apa:l ar to tell Ayamo~n that the author! t1es will 
use everything in their po,ler to break up a meAting to be held 
by the Union, where a strike vote will be taken. Against the 
pleadings of his Iuother and 3hio1a, Ayamonn, acoepts the in-
vitation to speak at the maeting. crlhe third aot, like the 
second act in ~ ~ilvar Tassie, is entirely expressionistio 
in technique, the scene representing the gloam ~nd seediness 
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of Dublin life. i...lost of the characters of the previous two 
acts are lounging about the bridge crossing the Liffey, and 
they tell and sing a story of Vublints miserable conditions. 
AYB.lllOnn crias out: 
Your Kaithleen n1 Houlihan has the bent back of an 
oul woman 8.S well as the walk of a queen. We love 
the ideal Kaithleen ni houlihan, not because she 
is true, but because she is ugly. 
'rho soene brightens and the people beoone stirred, some sing-
ing, while on the brid~e, Ayamonn dances with one of the women. 
~~en the sound of IDRrching feet is heard, the stage darkens 
and Ayamonn breaks away from the dancer to attend the union 
meetin~, while the chorus intones: 
We swear to release thee from hunger and hardship, 
Pran things that are ugly and, common and mean; 
The people together shall build a great city, 
'!'he finest and fairest that ever was s"en. 
ffhe fourth act scene 1s the ground:~ Aurrounding the 
frotestant Churoh of ~t. Burnupus. The oxpressionistic 
pa ttern continues in a few episodes, especially when the 
chorus begs Ayamonn to leave th~ safety of the chut"chyard and 
flgh'c with them. Ayamonn is persuaded, and shortly after his 
departure, the news is brought that he has been killed in 
action. When the chorus chants that Ayamonn died for them, 
the Inspeotor says, lilt wasn't a very noble thing to die tor 
a single shilling. If Shiela answers, "llJaybe he saw the shill-
ing in the Shape of a new world." 
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The lnanimato s;y1nbols enf~loYfld in this play are 
'Nell outlined in the rubrics that detail the setting of the 
first Hct and include, "dilapidated rooms ••• upper shelf filled 
wi th a row of l)Ooks ••• 9. small coloured reproduction of Con-
stable's Cornfield,!! a.ndthree biscuit tins in which grow 
specified flo\'Vors. As ordinary objects they are slmos t mea.n-
tn81ess, but when it is remembered that these same ob.1ects 
','mre markedly described in Pictu:res !!! .:!ill!. Hallwar,50ne is 
compelled to find in the play something of the autobiograph-
ical. This 1nterpretation is further substantiated by the 
protagonist, Aysmonn, whose personality is extraordinarily 
similar to what the author ascribes to himself in his re-
collections. Even tho aspirntions of the hero are not dls-
similar to those of the young lnan who wrote ~ Story of ~ 
Irish Citize~ Ar~alI26 and the third act scene revivifies, no 
1oubt, the dismal, c1roary Vublin against which he revolted. 
l.~/hen the play waS B taged, one rAviewer thought 
O'Casey hl1d fallen well helovi the standard he hR.d once set,27 
but due to magn1ficent s tr1.g1ng and direct! on, mos t cri tics 
agreed that tho moving spec'JBcle of the third act compensated 
25 Sean O'Casey, Pictures !!! ~ hallway, New 
York, 1942. 
26 0ean Q'Casey, !a! Sto~ ~ !h! Ir18~ Citizen 
27 Sewell Stokes, "New Plays at Last,1I Theatre 
~J XXX, June 1946, 355. 
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in soms small vlay for the lack of emotional deoth. 
Oak Leaves and Lavender28 
In the prelude to Oak Leaves and Lavender three _ 110_ . _ _ '"-"-__ ........
sets of dancing couples flit through the shadows of R dark-
ened drawin~-room, symbols of tho lavender and us~leAs past. 
;Yhen the flare of bursting bembs is soan above the silhouette 
of St. llaults, one of the dance:rs cries out: 
Oh, Maurice, 1s England and the world to lose the 
glow from a thousand tapers, the colour-shining 
v8stments of the bishops, the jewels in altar 
and gems in cross, the chorus of sacred song, and 
the blessed peace of public absolution' 
And when there is a cry fram the dancers for Wolfe and Well-
esley, ftlarlborough and Clive, the Young Son of r.rims, who is 
leaning gracefully upon a huge clock, answe:rs, II F:ngl and 's 
orphaned of her greatest men. She is alone at last, and she 
is lost.'t In this aura of gloom the play begins. 
The first act scene is the same as that of the p:re-
lude except that the shadows have been removed. Feelim, the 
Irish butler to Dame Hatherleigh, is helping Monica, a fa:r-
mer's daughter, blackout windows, and while he does this he 
descrys the helplessness or the bette~ classes in the war 
effo~t. Jennie and Joy, two Land Girls, ente~ and Jennie 
remarks that she smells lavende~. Feelim smells it too, and 
IV, 1. 
28 Sean O'Casey, Collecte~ Plals, London, 1950, 
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l.1onica tells rdm ot: "the old vdve's tale thn t whenever death 
is near, the soent of lavender .apreads over the house. It 'rhe 
dark cloth on the wireless set lights up to show a flruning 
II 
swastika, and the first bars of Deutschland ~ Allos are 
heard, but not by the characters on stage. Tho Drone informs 
Feelim that her 8 on and his have recoi vad thAi I' "''!lings nand 
soon will be in combat. When the globe over the clock lights 
up into A. vivid purple, and the Wireless set is again momen. 
tarily illumined, the Dame warns everyone of the purple light 
and sends them off to their posts. 
It is ea.rly morning vvhen the second nct bep;ins. 
Feelimt s son, Drishogue, and Monica have spent the ni~ht tow 
gether. The bursting of 9. bomb in the nAn!' vietntty brings 
Monica's father, l"eelim and Dame fiatherleigh 11pon the ~cene. 
'11'1e parents admonish the children for their 1 oo~e conduct 
while the Dame informs Drishogue that 3h~ h~9 cabled ~orty 
dollars to a bishop for a syrllbol gua.ranteeing inst9nt'1d.mis-
sion to heaven should the bearer fall in flight. The s~bol 
1s for her son, l~dgar, who, with Drlshogue, will soon be 
p1loting planes over enemy territory. A chorus of fri~hten ... 
ad townspeople chant, II Oh, give us shel tors deep and lonely, tt 
and Feelim again asserts his authority and Dominnnco by cry-
ing, n,1'o Arms, to arms, to arms. 1I 'Ithe Dame racei"ln'H! a tele-
gram informing her of her husbandts death and while Fee11m 
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leads the townspeople to the recentl:r bombed town, the Dame 
stands alone, looking at the "rioing tongmHI of crimson and 
:re110w," in the d.istance. 
The scene is the same in act throe, except that the 
interior rasembles a gr~at workshop. T:l() capaciouf.! fireplace 
now resembles a .~rea t drop-hal1ll1ler, tho columns f1ankina; the 
doorway appear as maohinery shafts, and the bureau is now a 
lathe. A factory ad.1oins the mansion and the ch"avnng-rocm 
is now being used as a rest-center for the homel(}ss. A fore-
Tlif,ln tells Peeltm that a pilot, crash ... la.nding on the nirstrip, 
wore- a "little im9.ge of an an/~el with outspl"'aad;:1.np-';s ••• 
fiuste bean a Catholic,1f It is Edrsar. The wir~less 30nnds 
" 
.;;;.lJ.:;e.:;ll;.;:t;;.;;s;.;C;;.;;h.,l . an;;;;.;;;.d .. ~ Alles and reveals cro8sed flags: the nnion 
Jack and the Soviet flag. i.Ionicn reveals to "'t:H'llim th:~t hi. 
s on and Edgar were killed when crash-landing, 8nn thf-i t ,TAnnie. 
~d • 1 h d fl h 1f th b i i 0, gar s over, !l .. ung aree up on . ,,9 ."urn ng pyre n an 
effort to reach him. A burial scene follo'Us, for th~ two boys 
are to be buried together: the rich wi tb the noor, the worker 
and the nobleman. luonica reveals that she is prp.gnant as she 
and Feelim fall in behind the coffin, singing n lament. The 
Dame stands alone by the w1.ndo\'J, when ouddenly tho foreman 
enters and blows a whistle. Ins tantly the 1'00:-1 ~Oli1es alive 
wi th pounding machin~ry and busy Vlorl:men. Thor t;he 1'0001 
darkens and the Shadowy danoers appeal", while the Dame assume. 
r 
i 
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the posi tlon h~lrl by Younr: Son of 'rirr.o in the prelude. In a 
sad voice, she intones, u"!p, must 1111 go soon. Our end makes 
but e be~1n:n1ng for others." Then she sinks down upon the 
clock. 
'rh1.B rlny 1s s 0 hp.~:nrily Inrded wi th symbolic matter 
thf'lt it is difficult to determine its pertinency to the dram-
atic action. The wtreless set is repea.tedly warning the group 
of' the Nazi men~ce, anti though it is unheard by the group on 
st8.~e, it would a1')oear th.9.t the bombing which goes on just 
outside the windows of. the mansion would be warning enough. 
It is reasonqhle to '1.ssumr:1 thr'tt thl) central room of the man ... 
orial house, in '.'"hlah all this tiC ti on transpires, is the ob-
,1ee tifled s'Vtnnol front 'whtch ~,ll nt~ ti on should f'ww.nate. In 
the first net, the T'oom has "broC),d 'Cnd beaded panelling ••• 
simple lines and 0'.TI:l18 ••• so th:1t n drea.my engineer might see 
in them the rons Rnn. m()~ionl~<:;n ~:::hHfts of mucldnery, Ii and 
"th~ windows ••• ~i~ht become, In tbp far-nINny future, the head 
of '\ <,;rent mRchine, pV\'3rla.stlngl;r turnir·.g out fantastic wea-
pons of war. It At thA her:,i:"1rlrg of t:.,o thil"d act, which in 
the element of tim~ 1:"1 the follor,ring dny, the "broad and 
pleas1ng panellinr.r, hAS 'hecom~ 1 ike the tie,'3, the bel t3 t and 
bars conneot1n~ v~r1ous p!1rt9 of nHlc[jinGl~y to~ether ••• 11 and 
b"fore the act is ov~r "the belts travel, the wheels turn, 
and the drop-hammer rises and falls." This transition, from 
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draw~.n,~-room to v/or1nlhop, is not nocoll-:JlishFld tn n ol'3riod of 
ti;-~e SUO'1 as the "far-away futuro, II but in a poriod of twnnty-
fO'l!' hours. Th~ (brkenin~ of tho room at the close of the 
third n.c t; anr'i the) rea9paarrmce of the dancers, 1s even more 
C onfusinlj sinco t'10 threo rsontleman dancers now speak out 
sadly, "Tho noo:>l(") neod our s';lords no longor,'f <:.md aro anSWAr .. 
I'lcl :llockingl y by the lad'T dancers, "'Nall-a-d~J'l th'1t ye had 
no swords to offor! tf One can only deduCE} from this dramatic 
pot-pourri of :::Yl:lbols thnt tho thai,18 of the pla:T can be best 
describod a;~ a symbolic representation of a. changing economic 
ordo:t-, und that this new '.wy of life U1US t start afrosh without 
thFl Hid or recollection of tho past. 
Coek-a-Uoodle Dandy 29 
The most abstruse and seem1ngly absurd symbol in 
~-.!-.i)oodle Dandy 1s th~ cock that becomes in turn, a woman, 
a tophat, and again a cock. It would appear that the coek i8 
made to serve more 8S a vehicle for sustaining the aotion ot 
the play, than as Q scoffing personifioat1on of sham and hy-
poor1sy. In the opening scene the oock dances about a "dig-
n1tied urn" and disappears. When Loraleen, an attractive and 
fun-loving creature, firs·t appears upon the stage the cock 
29 Sean otGaaey, Col~eoted Plays, London, 1950, 
IV, 117. 
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. erows, and when sha dIsappears, we are told that she haa 
suddenly turned into a cock "openin l its bake as big as a 
bayonet." A short time later, the cock is heard cackling 
inside the house "with a nota of satisfaction in the cackle." 
In the second scene the cock is in bad grace w1 th the more 
dignified members of the group, and since it is known that 
a bullet would go clean through ~, and leave him untouched, 
we are told to ttLook through him, past him, over him., but 
never at him," because of its sinister enchantment. Shortly 
afterwards the c oak is reported to have changed into a top. 
hat, baok again into a fowl, and arr,ain into a wanan. In the 
third. act, Loraleen appeal's on the stage, only to be turned 
into a cook for the third time. Out of oontext, the symbol 
of the cock is most bewildering and it will be necessary to 
give a more detailed synopsis ot the play in order to approaoh 
the personifioationts true light and meaning. 
The setting and the theme for this play are almost 
identical with that of O'lei11's Desire Under ~!!m!. The 
scene is the exterior of a farmhouse with a porch and a gate; 
but where O'Neill deSignates two elms, O.Case~ uses two 
twisted pillars of wood, looking like snakes. The theme i8 
highly suggestive of 0'»eil1's pl'eoccupatlon with New England 
puritanism. 
aichael aarthraun, owner of a lucrative bog, and 
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Sailor Mahan, who owns the ooncession oarrying turf fran the 
bog to the town, sit on the poroh and argue about the prioe 
to be paid for carting turf. Miohael tells Sailor -ahan 
about "whispers ebbin' and flowin' about the house, with an 
edge ot evil on them, sinoe that painted one, that godless an' 
laughin' little bitch left London to come here tor a long and 
leering holiday. tI The evil one is his daughter, Loraleen, by 
his first wife. When Loraleen appe~rs in the doorway the cock 
crows and frightens the superstitious men. The men ignore 
Loraleen and continue to argue about what should be paid the 
peasant bog-workers, aDd when .arthraun refuses the demands 
of Mahan, the sailor aOOuses him of ttusingtl his old father-
in-law, who unwi ttingly sold him the bog wi thout knowing its 
true value. Michael insists that the mone,. he paid tor the 
bog was enough to take his present wifets crippled sister 
to Lourdes for a cure. Both men are Catholics, tlKnights of 
Columbanus. N 
Shanaar, a "very wise old orawthumper, really a 
dangerous ood," arouses the superstitious natures of the two 
disputants when a oommotion inside the house is heard. Marion, 
the maid, exoitedly asks one of the men to go inside and oatch 
the thing "before it ruins the house." To the consternation 
of all, the oook thrusts its head, oODlplete with "handsane 
orimson oomb" through the window above the poroh and crowl 
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violently. v~n the excitement has subsided, Michael and 
. 
Mahan beg a kiss fram the maid, and when it is proffered, 
horns instantly riS8 trom out of the girl's forehead. At the 
olose ot the scene, the crippled sister 1s carried past the 
house on her way to Lourdes for a miraculous cure. 
At the beginning ot the second soene the cock runs 
amuck and a ~essenger goes after it. A Porter delivers a 
tophat to .Michael which has been pierced by stray bullets in-
tended for the cock. A Sergeant appears on the scene and in-
forms the men that he saw the cock change itself into a top-
hat. '1'he stage darkens and the tophat once n~ain becomes the 
cook; then both hat and cock disappear. A Bellman frightens 
the men by telling them that the cock, now in the shape of a 
woman, is coming their way. A golden ahaft of light falls 
upon the stage with Loraleen in the center of lt~Lorna. 
Miohael's present wife, and the maid, appear on stage in fancy 
dress. The threewanen drink from a bewitched bottle of liq-
uor and toast the good things that life Can give. The three 
women take partners and dance and when thePriast arrives on 
the scene, he demands that Sailor Mahan disoharge his best 
lorry driver for living with a sinful woman. When the lorry 
driver appears and refuses to give up 11vin~ with the woman. 
the Priest strikes him in anger and kills him. 
In the third scene the Priest returns to exorcise 
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the house of evil demons. The house sways and the rlagpole, 
'bearing the Irish flag, collapses. 'l'he cock swaggers. on stage 
and the Sergeant takes aim, shoots, but the cook escapes. 'r.be 
Priest, prey of the cock, escapes the cock's, fury on the back 
of a duck. It 1s a -miracle", The Priest now appears as the 
adVance guard for decency. The :f'1rst miscreant brought before 
him 1s Loraleen, who explains to the priest that her relation-
ship with Sallor aahan included only the loan of five pounds 
in order to Nget away", As she is being manhandled, the 
Messenger comes in and wards oft her tormentors. Then she is 
cast from the place by the Priest; her stepmother and the 
maid, in sympathy ~dth her plight, accompany her. ifhe Priest 
tells Michael the demon has now been conquered and he may 
now be happy. The l)roces8ion returning from l.ourdes reveals 
that the crippled sister is no better than before and no 
miracle has taken place. The Messenger, in response to .ieh-
ael's question as to what he should now do, is told to die. 
tor "There's little else left usefull for the likes ,of you 
to do." 
If' one deplored the ind.1scriminate use of symbols ' 
in ~ Leaves ~ Lavender, it is certain that this play with 
its massive agglomeration of symbols will be exeeed1n~ly 
nonsensical. So heavy and diffuse is the use or symbol that 
quite rrequentlv the proposition or thesis of the d~~a 
18 eonfounded and made lnobv'1ous. 
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Jules Koslow30 maintains the play is an attempt 
to depict the internioine struggle of present ... day Ireland, but 
we have only the pent-bog and the Irish flag to indicate that 
his symbols, or personifications, are not universal but nat-
ional types. If Mr. Koslow is correct, and he was abetted in 
his work by the guidance of O'Casey, there is something lack-
ing in the play. With the exception of the tottering flag-
pole, there is noth~ng in the play to indicate that this drama 
of a seemingly prudish father and a somewhat lioentious girl, 
is representative of internal turmoil in the Irish state. The 
cock, it app~ars, is nothing more than an exotic instrument 
by which the playwright moasures out his scorn. In the ru-
briCS, the cock is described as having the look "of a cynical 
jester." Since the cock m~rely struts or dances, becomes a 
tophat or a girl without uttering one word and without one 
appropriate or mllaningful nction, it cen be classified only 
as a stage prop, and one might as well read meaning and sig-
nificance in the p~culiar hp,adgear worn by .i..oraleen that iden-
tifies her with the cock. 
otCasey's employment of symbols in this play is 
chaotic and bewildering. The symbolic personifications 
neither heighten the drama nor disclose the theme of the play, 
30 Jules Koslow, !a! ~reen ~ !h! Red, New York, 
1950, 115. 
r 
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which, for all one can make of it, ~s ostensibly concerned 
with religious prudery. lbe parallel between v'Neill's thesis 
in Desire, Under ib!. ~ and O· Casey' fl sYlubollsm is indeed 
apparent, the fOl:'m.er losing the thesis in involved }t'reudian 
interpretations and the latter working with arbitrary symbols 
that are relevent only to the playwright. But there is drama 
in O'Neill and there i8 only confusion and absurdity in 
~-~-Doodle Dandy. 
I 
CHAP'I'ER IV 
SCORN AND 'tHE HERO AS SYMSOL 
A study of the dram,atis personae in the later plays 
\ 
;pf Gean u'Casey reveals fl repeti tious reworking of' similar 
I \ 
I \ 
,t:tpes and symbolic pel'S onificati ons. These S)'nlbols play 
'111,\lOS t identical roles in plots or themes of familiar origin. 
I 
·.rh~ two mas t obv1.ous pel'S onifica ti ons a.re found in' the s:.nnbole 
, 
\ 
th~t most vividly express the playwright's scorn, and in the 
\ 
1'01+ s~abols that portray the hero or the Irish superman. 
'fh.elesser personifications rarely 8.dd 'nore than 00101' to 
the (\rwnaturgioa,l effect, and quite frequently they serve as 
,.1. 
illouthtPieces for the aU,thor's opinions and attitudes. In add-
i tion:, there exists the symbolio groups: the haranguing mob 
and t~~ chanting and expressionistio chorus that threads the 
;' " 
dramai;io theme with lugubrious ohAnts. The inolusion of the 
i 
mob ~ro~pings is often picturesque but obtrusive, and its 
I 'I cons~que~t retarding of the dramatio aotion by vehement dia-
leot.iJbs dispels the mood and tone of the drama. While the t, \ 
I \ i 
choru~es may renssert the plqy· s theme or idea, their un-
! I 
real~~tlc chanting 1s episodio qnd lacks tragio urgenoy, and 
I ' \ 
in i~hei end tends to negate the rea.listio impact of the play 
, \ 
i: I I 
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Symbols ot: Scorn 
The symbols of scorn in the later plays of v·Casey 
are Aasily iden~ifiable because their personalities and per-
formanoes remain statio and indomitable throughout the aotion 
of the play. They are of the same stature and disposition at 
the final curtain as they were at the beginning of the play. 
They are endowed with all the failings, vices and ineptitudes 
that may at times be attributed to these symbols of scorn and 
it is the obvious intention ot the playwright to heighten and 
to make prominent his feeling of contempt. Walter Starkie,l 
in commenting upon the tone ot Ut 0asey t s plays remarked: 
••• there is always a little demon at his elbow 
who prcmpts him to turn it [his poetPyj into 
ridioule - that bitter ridicule which seems to 
come naturally to the Irishman ••• 
As a foil to this hapless ~roup or symbols, the 
O'Oas8Y her2 emerges to illustrate and instruct, while the 
resultant drW:48 oomprises the pith and substtlnoe of the plot. 
At ,the end of the play these 1m?1ous personifioations have 
not wavered trom their 19nor~nt attitudes, nor Rre they per. 
ceptibly moved by the arguments and perSuasions of the hero 
symbols, thus the drama l'eta,ins to the end the Pl'opel11ng 
force of the author's odium. 
1 Walter Starkie, "Sean O·Caaey." !a! Iriah 
!b!atr!, ed. by Lennox Robinson, London. 1939, 155. 
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In The Star Turns Red the first of th" corrupt and 
............. ~ ,......-........ 
panpous clergymen emerges as the Purple Priest, R villainous 
. ' 
oharacter indeed when oontrasted wtth the patient humbleness 
of. the Brown Priest who is his obvious foil. It is not sur-
prising that O'Casey wns unable to oomhine the essentials of 
oorruption and the qualities of humanitArianism in one symbol, 
for in none of his later plays does he o8rsonify his symbols 
with many-faceted implications or with realistic clarity. The 
Purple Priest, the priest of the politiCians, is not Del' ... 
~ 
witted the senSitive, modest perce'Otions of the humble Brown 
Priest, although a sk~llful dramatist might have combined the 
two dominant traits in one symbol and then employed that sym-
bol in a highly dramatic struggle of humRnity versus soc1al 
or economic ideology. It may be argued that the two symbols 
ware necessary to convey the meSBa~e of the thosis, but no 
synopsis of the plot will incH.oate their inolusion in the cast 
0.3 e. determinin,g faotor tn the plavtg outcome. At any rate, 
the two priests, taken as a whol.e, do not disolose B true 
and consummate pioture of the Catholic clergy. The theme of 
, 
the pla.y is conoerned wi th the overthrow (')1' one order ot 
sooiety for another. Insici.o this basic plot frruneworl.r the 
dramatic action is involved with th~ strugf':':le to ach1f!lve this 
end. It is clear at the sta~t of the play that the actions 
of either priest will not have much to do with the determln-
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etion ot the play ending. Jules Koslow2 in his interpre-
tati on of, the plny's plot !"I,oes not ev~n menti on the Catholic 
clergy. He states that the nlot idea is a reversal from the 
ioea ~xpounded in The ?ilver TAssie, wherein 1 t was shown that 
one life may be too much to forrei t in the B.dvance of' a 
noli tical Ideolo~y. In The Star Turns Red 
--- --
••• the struggle must bring on saorifice, saorif'ioe 
may result in death and death of one or a thousand 
and one if! a necessary, though undesirable, sten 
toward the realization ot politIcal goals ••• 
Sinoe Mr. Koslow had the assistance of the playwright, it 
beoomes clear that the object of scorn in this play serves 
not at all the expansion of the play idea. 1~e Brovm Priest 
is a barely credible person and the Purple ?riest could have 
been replaced by a brilliant delilagogue, and the exigencies 
ot plot and theme not at all Violated. 
It appears as if the Purple Priest WRS to be damned 
throughout the play, tor the author assumes or suggests no 
arguments that might tend to convert the corrupt priest to 
the 'light' ot the red star. It was certainly easier to have 
the good priest always pliant to the tenets or Communism 
and the Purple Priest always pompous and cruel, than to have 
one symbol of the Catholic clergy - combining a feeling for 
humanity and a predisposition to changing social order -
2 Jules Koslow, ~ Green ~ ~ Red, New York, 
1950, 88. 
r 
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oompelled to the winning side by relevant argument and per-
. 
tinent action. ;:;tephen:Jpender" view that O'Casey 
••• seems to have but a f~11tering hold on the im-
plications of social ideas - sympathises most 
wi th the COWlilunist and l.lnt1f}l"st"mds best the 
Catholie ••• 
is diffieult to reconoile with fact,. unless his perception 
of the Irish priest transcends that of oenturies of Catholics. 
It 1s, ot oourse, the intrusion of O'Casey into the idea ot 
the nlay that oompels the author to this attitude, riia de-
lineation of the priesthood is personal, introverted and 
without perspectiv8. 4 It is this lack ot universality and 
dramatic dissection that makes of his symbols ineffectual 
1mag~ without objective expansion and intellectual integrity. 
J This kind of attitude delineation i8 oarried to an 
extreme perversity when the Bishop in Within 'lhe Gates is 
represented a8 the father of an illegitimate Ohild, and has 
rew ~deemin~ teatures ,that might admit him to be honestly 
called a servant or God. When James Agate,. drama cr1 tic ot 
th~ Sunday Tim •• , ealled the Biahop an Uoily sooundrel," 
>' 
.. 
O-Casey retorted: 
3 Stephen ~pender, "A Morality Play wi th NQ Morals," !!! ;:;tate8ma~, XIX, March 16, 1940, 363. 
4 hn explanation ot Sean otCaseyts relift,1ous 
views and atti tudes may be round in bis article, "A'":Oate 
Clangs Shut," 1n Ir1sh Writiy, Number 13, necember 1950. 
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The Bishop was never contemplated by me as either 
oily or as a scoundrel. He ~8 a good-natured, well-
intentioned, religious, and sincere; but he is 
timid, mistaking good-nature fer the fire of the 
holy Ghost and life hus passed him by~ And he is 
not a character, but simply a symbol. 
1~e highlights of the Bishop's characterization do not tally 
with OtCas8Y's expl~nation. The Bishop speaks of the people 
'within the gates' as co~aon people; he lies several times 
throughout the play; he refuses oharity to an indigent; calls 
himself a "perfect stranger" when the Young Woman begs' him 
for advice and then fondles her knees. In one scene he rough-
ly pushes a man nnd exclaims, "Oh. Go to Hell ~ tl 
Even if irreverence is intended toward the clergy 
and not the Catholic church, the delineation of the Bishop 
is wholly inadequate and exceedingly myopic, and. at best ex-
plains a childhood wound reoeived at the hands of an unsym-
pathetic priest or perhaps' a misguided assimilation of facts. 
Grenville Vemon6 found the play not the "relig1oua funotion" 
that otOasey implied in the thesis: 
It is rather a hedonistio'farrago, beautifully 
wI'itten in spots, formless and pretentious, a 
symbol which its author never intended - a 
symbol of the confusion a.t onoe moral and esthetio 
which permeates so muoh of modern writing. 
5 Sean O'Caaey, ~ Flying Wa82, 48. 
6 Grenville Vernon, "Within the Gates," Commonweal, 
XXI, 1934, 66. 
r 
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Jules Koslow do08 not att"r:mt to .1ust1fy the nersonlf'lcatlon 
. 
of tho Bishop ,md instead r·'1I1larks thAt thl'l nlay .~ ves 
us a picture of l1fe, and if that uictur~ ~hows 
intellectual, moral and sooial confusion, the 
fa.ult lias not w'ith tho writer hut w1.th 30~lot:r.'7 
l~ pros ti tute and Ii diss olute bishop cannot provi.da the prin-
cipal sUbjeot-mattar for ~o broRd a canvas. Koslow's syn-
thesis of the idea of this play is tendered in so defensive 
a. tone that one is inclined to answo!' thatq ba.ker cannot 
ahvays blame the ingrodl<3nts for the unpaln tableness of 
his wares. 
In t.d Roses for Me, soorn and ridicule are meted 
out to a verger of the churoh, the Rector's churchwarden, and 
members of the Protestant churoh's Seleot Vestry. Although 
the herots sweetheart is humiliated throughout the play be-
cause of her Catholioism, the final Beene of the play is re-
solved against a baokdrop wherein members of the Protestant 
churoh react without even ordinary compassion for the dram-
atio exigenoies of the plot. 'i'h·is is perhaps 0' Casey' 8 only 
play in which all the venom of' his scorn is not concentrated 
in one or two symbols of religious-minde~ people. It is 
probably the most unrealistic too, since the contrived 
utterances ~re so impalpable as to suggest not a play but a 
7 Jules Koslow, !e! Green ~ ~ Red, 69. 
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pa~ef:\nt of dialectics. It should be noted thAt these person-
ifications fire all religious types and are not direotly in-
stl"umf"lntal in furtherinn: the nction of th~ plny. 
The religious symbolism running amuck in ~-~­
Doodle DandI 1s as trenchantly unsympathetic and scornful as 
in the previous plays mentioned. The theme of the play is 
ostenSibly involved with the idea that Christian morals are 
incompatible with the natural propensit1es of the lrish people. 
In this "play, otCasey's latest, the corl'uptive nower of re-
lig10n is mo~e sharply defined and more devQfltat1ngly ridi-
culed. Father Domineer personifies the authority of the 
ohurch and 1n that cBpaci ty he destroys "books by Voltaire and 
James Joyce, and as the Buthority above nations, he cries 
out 
We.re above all nations. Nationality is mystical, 
m~derln~ nonsenset Itts A heresyt I'm the 
cu~tod1an of higher interests. 
'l'11i8 evil priest, when his commands are disobeyed, strikes 
a Lorry Uriver and kills him; then the priest murmurs an act 
of contrition into the dead manta ear. Throughout the play 
Father Domineer speaks less like a priest than a }lascist 
dictator, and it is not surprisin~ to have those banished 
by him, saying as they leave, n _ •• we go not tov/ards an evil, 
but leave an ev1l behind UBI" 
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Rell r;1 OUS mornli ty 1. s ~1Yl1l1iOlica.lly interpretated 
by hf:lving the chairs coll:l:)se u.ndertwo 3upersti tious, re-
11gi OllS old nen. 'The ot Gas.3Y he:.:~o, the hIes senger, has tens 
upon the scene to aHtutoly appra.ise tho L~ishap: 
Well, yous have settled down now, anyhow~ Viill 
I get yous ohairs sturdy enough to uphold th' 
wisdom or your to lkin t? 
i.van the women of the household, Nhose indiscreet and loose 
conduct acCOUn1j8 for most of tho flction in the play, remark 
of tho cbairs: 
j 
Oh, theY've brought the unsteady chairs out, and 
nt)'Y'I they've broken them up~ (to the men) You 
kne.w Y/ell th' cl'l.nirs in the hall werf3 there onl:7 
to present an appearance. 
Ii.. "miracle'ttrip to Lourd(!lts leaves one of the characters 
without hope while the genuine miracle turns out to be the 
invulnerab1lity of the cock, who remains unscathed when 
bullets pierce it. We must again rely on Mr. Koslow for a 
definition of the cook as symbol: 
••• tbe cock is a symbol of proud, v1brant living, 
the dawn of fl nl3w de.Yi the. var-y rhythm of' uni-versal lite, a oynics mooker of' those human 
b~in~s who would shy r;.'vffJ.Y from 1i fa and busy 
themselves in the dark and ~loamy reoesses of 
ignoranoe ;lnd sllpersti tion. 
'!'he depl"')catory attitude in thin drama i3 so 
8 Ibi,d, 115. 
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heifT,htened that to list the pl'odispmd tl ons Hnn D!"'l,Judlces 
of' the playwright would be a i·or.r...ldo.ole tn.pk. 1~v:·11u~.tions 
of' the play, however, 13.1'0 not all no;:ative. .To'~~n G::L3sner9 
in Theatre ~ f'ound that 
there is much canf'ort in the realization that his 
last play, Cock-a ... .uoodle l.)a.ndy:, published in 1949, 
had more' dramatic sInew and v tality than anything 
written by him since ~ Ploug~ ~ ~ Stars a 
quarter of' a century ago. 
!:!!r~ ~f "l\. ~'Vayward Gomedy in Three H.Cts, II 
turns to the F.n~llshman as an ob.ject beti tting scorn. 'l'ho 
s;rrnbols t'tmployed are presumed to be the essence of -r.;nglish 
lifa and aspirations. Cyril. an elderly F.nglishuw.n, is the 
'mtutored but 8uccAsstul business ma.n. while Basil Stoke is 
G. youn~ ~nd scholA.rly Oxonian. .Doth symbols are inadequately 
hr.mdln(! ~.nd the descriptive tone is insensitively keyed. When 
the nlnVNrl~ht has finished with these ridiculous charac-
tt'l!'S, they deserve nothing more than annihilA.tion by deluge 
B.nd certain removal from the face of' this earth. 'l'his deus 
-
£! mnc~in~ resolvement of the pley1a problem is far from 
being r~rclcA.l - the play has often been called a farce -
and, most eertainlY f imnossible of' realistic staging. 
Po~es desoribes himself as having been "reared 
any old how'· and 
9 John Gassner! "'the .Prodigality of ~ean OICase."," 
'1:tteatre Arts. XXXV, June 951, 52. .. 
••• her*, I am t;odRY. U lLonny-'d .• !ian, aula to say 
to Almost any man, come, and be cometh, ~d to 
R1most any othe~ ro.ar~, go, and he goeth ... and 
quick, too; able to shake hands with lords A~d 
6arls, ;)T';("' cBll them by their Christian nalnes. 
Basil StokAS has thi s tl) ~ay of llimself: 
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G onsideri n~ tl':n t I ha. va l"ead every word 
written by humA, Spinoza,\~istolte, Locke, oqcon, 
P1n.to, fiocr:1tos, ;1.Dr l\flnt, alllOn~ others, I think 
my views ou~ht to racieva some respeot fran an 
irr,norant man. 
This 1s oert~5.nl\T no+; the tone of :fnr'oe where foibles are 
there, but t;ha artfully 0omo(~10 1s lo.ckin~. 'I'hour:h the two 
men 9T'8 A.t odna os to the particular rneri ts of their bflCk-
ground and ability, they are both starmch advocates of tra ... 
di tion. 
Other symbol1.c reattlr\~s of the ola.., inolude the 
persontflcation of the hll:lensity of the rlritish (jommonwealth 
as an unwieldy lawn-roller being pulled across the mansi::> n 
floors. v'hen diffieul ty is enoountered in getting it through 
the door~, someon~ asks if it is not too big. Poges answers, 
/fNo, it isn't too bi~. '1'110 :nan who sold it to me said that 
the big~~"r it W~.S, t;h~ uoro nff.qctiva it would be." Later in 
the nlay Ii hun;e dank is l)etng eased through a narrow door-
WAy. prAslunAhlv n s~nnhol1c T'(~pres(mtation of the Indifl quest-
i on, which A. t the time of the play's conception was a maj or 
En~lish problem. India was an unwilling Protectorate in the 
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.dritish Empire un·til given .,Joll1i:r.iol1 St~~ltUS in 1047. 
In .l:'urple ~ tL.u object of scorn ':f;lS th<~ proud 
but dubious HUlh1 +iions of two .i'::nglishuen, and in ~ ~I.eo.ves and 
Lavender an attempt is made to Batirize the English reluctance 
to oast off trAd1tion for a newer and more progressive order. 
iJama natherlaigh, a persordfiaation of ;;~nglish tradition, is 
confronted in this play with :,;nglish derelicts and misfits, 
prudish provincials and farmers, a Nazi-loving "~nglish\/oman 
a.nd an English coward. iJhe expresses, aacordin~ to otCasey, 
thfl soul of England when she says: 
Ian't it thrillinp; to feel that 'NO n.PI1 soul of 
the soul of the lost 'ren 'l'ribes of' Israel, and 
are being hald firm in the hands ()f Deity for 
a spaoial purpose. 
: .. lthoup;h the soul is a distinctly Irish one, the Dame seon 
turnn f.3~rd.nst the hero, Feelim, whose Irish astutenASS fails 
:him 1n cOO1forting her upon the death of her son. "!hen, in the 
l:i.st flct, the new social order emerges and a factory is attaah-
~d to hor home, she exclaims: 
Bouse here? Not here: this house can never change; 
never ohange. tel' ardua. a.d astra. A harii climb 
to the stara ••• --- --
"1",ore the deus ~ m,achina was a.n engulfing wave of water in 
?nrnlA ~, the resolvement of this play is provided by an 
lmrp,alistic trA.nsformation of' her country home into an arsenal. 
The cry of "Workerts Arise ll will be heard by all perceiving 
olaygoers. 
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'The Hero 
No difficul ty ~d 11 be anc()unt~rnd in dete~ttng the 
hero in the later plays of ~·;ean iJ'(;aBey. J~ ma.n-or.Plotion with 
youthful exuberance, a pleasant personalIty, overwhelming 
astuteness, devotion to the cause of the coml1on p"ople, and 
occasi onal abandonr:aent to the lure of wornon; these are the 
in~redionts of which his heroes aro l:Hlae. The hero in these 
plays cannot always lay claim to being the protap;onist for 
the redl1pli('ation of his !typa' in nlay after plaT affirms 
his raison Q.·~tre as merely provldln!T, contrast to the obJect-
ifiAd symbols of scorn. One can trnce throughout all these 
playa the demi-Rod stature of these hAroic oersonifications, 
heightened by the prevailing attitudes of the ola~1Rht. 
In V~i thin ~ ~a.tes the hero emerges as The Dreamer, 
a young man who 
carries hirnself buoyantly. His features are l'lla;p;ed, 
his eyes br1~ht, sometimes flashing in an imagin-
ative mood, but usually quiet and dre9my-looking ••• 
As a foil to the wicked .l5ishop, he seeks to sa.vo the torment-
ed fSishop's daughter from the hateful onpresi veness of the 
Down and Out Group. he callS himself the "Quick qnn Lively" 
a.nd phllosoph1ses that t'v-.rine 1s the mirror of the heArt" and 
calls the Yonng Wanan to the "deep kiss and cluteh of love." 
';:ben he bas enviegled her into sinninR wi th him, he learns 
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she itl! soon to (:10, and ho arins out 9.gain~'t L;',i~'l(tlf tmd the 
S oclal order: 
Not you, ".:'~lir lass: not you~ ••. ~ f"01:1 <:l:lilng b,)st;oNed 
on the unworthy is all th~t you have to ~nswer for. 
I t is those W:lO cJ i~ orderr}d y~)'m> 1.i fl) ·Il th -thAlr 
dmuned whims; those who have left a lovely thing 
lonely and insecure: \"lho h0'111 nf~~lec tAd to nUJ:"ture 
thH rare; lt is we, denr lass, wbo will have to 
answer for all these th1nSS. 
tils gnllnntry to womankind is unbounded. "TinA is f1 ormacea 
for the wretched in heart and 1 t succeedg in 0xDosin;\S tho 
reality of the soul and the rr'Dl1ty thAt is genuine hu;nanity. 
otCasey's thesis may well be that soci.ety degenernte8 us by 
ent exacti tunes of social dccorwll. Tho J)r~aIUer hlatantly 
assumes the determination of right and wrong, and though he 
may blame society for disordcrin,q the Yonng 111oman' s life, he 
himself does li ttle to brinr, the girl to hayminAss 1 n tha 
complexities of urban society. Once tho Droamer has sated 
his lust, he assumes fl H.OU3[H}Uuistic pose and noints the 
acousing finRer at a rather di30rdo::.~ed nlctura of society. 
swathed In formidable candor and insia;ht, fi~htin~ for the 
rights of tho proleta.riat. lie is an Irishlnan ond a ConllUunist. 
He is 
tall and strongly built. Eis eves are ~ray Bnd 
brilliant. His hair is raven black ••• He smiles 
when the Brown Priest seeS him,. it is a smile 
ot welcome and affection. 
.-
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It is i{ed Jim, hor;ever, :.=-:.nd not 1i):n nrotHp:onist 
of the play, who runs into Ghp, cru()l oppo:::i i·.lon of tho Fnscist 
politicians and succfwnfully ~1:iGL1i3 !;Ilr-1ir ri~1e to)owor. '1'hat 
Had Jim is J 1m 'Larkin, the) f ;:U"C:·~.W un.i CJn le ad f}r (luri n~ the 
'l'r9nsport V!orkers ;Jtrlka of 1913, there Ct)y~ r>~ Ii ttl!') doubt. 
To the Singing of the Intern.9tion3lc~J RedJirn stanco ovp,)r the 
body of the prota.gonist and Gries ant: "He fought for life, 
for 11fe 18 0.11; nne c1€Hith is notbing ••• ff H:ts cll :tvn'.r:T hor-
deI'S on se.::i.ntliness anc., lik~ nrt oVnn!~D.J ist; ut; A. rnvivf11 
meeting, he ~rHsps the hnnd of Fl cOUlI'ada who has just 8worn 
-tl>f • ki d' \I " ~ ..:l:S ~ ~ Ii O.l. drln ng, an cr~esJ J.i.Y comraoe W'\B \leau, ;mrt j.!,! fl. va 
again; he was lost, and is foundt" Hed .Tlm PHssionnt01y 
esnouses atheistic thoughts when pi tted af!;tltnst the admani t-
ions of the .rurp1e Priest: 
If your God deolares th-at ona cr::lld shall dw~11 in 
th6 glory of knowledge nnd another shall die in the 
poverty of i~norance, then we declD.r·9 13,!~a1nst Ht,q 
once and for all and for ever we declare against 
your God, who hath filled the ;/salthy 'Ni th o:ood. 
th.1n,cr,s and hath sent the poor empty awayl 
His sUOf'"rhume.n ability to reform blaokguards, and to make 
rt1spactable men of them, may be drawn from his tirades against 
+.ho n.nion officials: 
(to 1st Official) ••• ~liho lifted you, you heo.rsemants 
get from the ,1ob of vforrying the p i lor ••• 1 d1dt 
(to 2nd Orfic 10.1) To whom did you run when ••• your 
boss found you dipping too deep into the money 
satchel? Who saved you from jail and, for e. time, 
tu~ned you from a picaroon into a man? I did1 
r 
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(to 3rd Official) " 11O i'ound yuu with hardly a boot 
on your foot ••• Who took you up because h~ tho~ht 
he saw a glimlJler ot' a man in you ••• J. didt 
not only has ned Jim Ilu,ule real und hone s t men oi' these 
villa:t ns, he clsimG I,lore: 
1'he union choC!e you, did it? 'the men elected 'Vou, 
did they? Who madE' the uni on? ',vho made thfIJ men 
rnen'i".'ho f;rwp, vou thA powers you have? I did, 
youa;lin~ of drH'fS t 
'1'his magnifioent speeiman of a. man, whose elenr ne~cention and 
unblemiShed personali ty remains just so throu,~hotlt thp, nlay, 
converts the players, but not the audience to a sV'IllPathetic 
view of Communism. 
O'Killigan epitomiZes the O'Gasey hero 1.n Purple 
Dust. He is an Irish labor foreman and i~ descrtbed by one 
-
of the stonemasons employed in the rebuildin~ of the Tudor 
mansion, as 
A handsane, hefty young sthrlplin~, with a bi~ 
seam in his arm that he ~o·t from a bullet fired 
in Spain. 
O'Casey describes him as 
tall, fair young man of twenty-five or twenty.six 
ycar3 old. He hgB a pough, elearlv-cut fa.ce; 
dogged .. looking when he is roused, and handsome 
when he is ttl p;ood. In:U:lour, which is often enough. 
1.iko Red Jim this hero pOSSG8SeS an excellent sense of humollr 
and n.n abundance of C oon:10n sense. He, too, has struggled and 
fought for the 0 rJresned, u.nd he does not hesitate to vilify 
tnB English veneration of tradition. 
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Because they thin1-:: i.:; has Hhat they cn.ll a history. 
RveI'ythlng old is sacred ••• Give Ii house B histo!'y ••• 
10 t SOIfl(-) ti tloc1 to:J!f oul Ii va or die in it - and 
some fool mind will see loveliness in rotteneS8 
and ruin. 
He retorts wi th conside::'able vehellier~co when it is 8uspected 
that he is ig:nor~mt er~ou;;h to to be acquainted wi th ;.;:ords-
v{orth: 
A tired-out oul' blathorer; a ~,umble-down thinkHr ••• 
a shadow parading about as the a un; a poet, sen-
sitlve to everything but hl8n ••• 
"nd as u precursor or '!lhat thH Er~gli3h peoples hnve in store 
1. !I. t· for them, he rmrwr<cs, ••• In a genor'a 'lon or so thp, 
r:mpire will be rentembered only as a holf-forgotton nursf.lry 
rhyme~" He hns the sa.me sentimental, passionate rep;ard for 
'i!omankind as did t:1G Urearner in 'j.'ithin ~ Gates, f'or he 
'3xhorts the mistI't'p3 of the bumbling aristocrat to fly awa:v 
with him: 
i:~I'aft yourself on to ';;ho living, and don' t stay 
hidden a.n;;r longer hE'tre ••• listen to me, ant let 
1 ong1n f flood into yotu' haal·t r or the c all of' 
l1fe ••• Sp1t cut what's here, an' oome where love 
is florae an! fond an' i'l'uitful. Coma, luss, 
where there's things to sayan' things to do an' 
love nt the (lll(Ungs~ 
'~verything ()' Kl11igan Dredio ts and WBmS of eventlHl11y tran-
::splrp.p and only an i~n01ninious ond olln rer,win for the two 
rnglishmen. 
~ Hoses ~ ~ provides Ayamonn with ~lmo8t the 
'18 
ldent1.cl'l1 per8 on:lli ty O~"'t;h'l 11(31:'003 ~rovi 0u31y discussed. 
'Uhat hA is st31nped fro:u ~h(~ '19.lilG moulrJ as U'Killigain 'lnd Red 
tall, [If(-,ll h:.l.llt, t,F-):1ty-tNo O~· so, :iith deop bY'own 
eyes, fair hair ••• his face would remind an inter-
ested obs0rver of ,: rntller:ldfl,Lo'.1.;.c, fix'nl-ralnded .• 
thoughtful, and good-humoured bulldog. 
;\.vamonn is a laborer and also an intellectual with aspir-
ations of popula.rizing Shakespeare. .I:1is 1l1othel' worries about 
his intellectual activites and tells him to reat. "You're 
overdoing 1 t, It she says. "Less than two hours sleep today, 
and a long night's work before you. ~ketahin', readin', 
m~kin' son~s an' lsarnint ~hakespeare; if you had a piano 
"'ITou'd be thryin' to learn music. 1I As noted before, otCasey 
has drawn the cha.racteris tics of tl.yamonn from the s tuff of 
h1s autobiography. 'l'hat he was, as a boy, interested in 
nrama and 8hakeap6Rre, is attested to bv a. statement in .!h! 
1<',1v1ng lNas,E concerning 8 school-boy production of Mids\.umne~ 
Ni~ht~ P-rJ!...~: 
••• the pa.pers might have gi van the venture a more 
gt1nerous pieCE) of SW3.cn, for tho prorluc ti on of this 
play was of more importa.nce to the greatness of 
the 1~nf~11sh nHtlon than the breaking of a poor 
horse's neck in the Orand National. So capital-
is tic Engl<::,Jrl(l judi;ns the impor tunes of thingfl. 
Communism could neV8~ fall so 10w.10 
10 Sean otCasey, ~ Flying ~asp, 166. 
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O'Casey's youthful ambitiolW G:nd the loving reverC::lce in 
"Nhich he held his ruothel' Lil'e well utilized, while in speeches 
common pe oplc ~merges: 
}"ri~nd, we '';fould that YOU 8ilOUld live a grp.l1ter 
life; ',va will that All of us shall 11 va a. gree.ter 
life. Our ~thr1ka 1s yours.' d step aheRd for us 
today; a.nother one for you tomorrow. ,~Je "ho have 
known, and know, tl16 EHllptinoss of life shall know 
its fullness. 1\11 men and women quiok wi th life 
shall l{noVi its fullness. rl.ll ,:lon and womon q'lick 
I'ii th life are fa.in to venture forward. 'fha apple 
grows for you to ea.t. '1'119 violet ~rows for you to 
wear. YOlmg maiden, another world is in yonr womb. 
A certa.in poetic chivalry possesses Ayamonn's soul when he 
plots '1n assignation with his betrothed: 
Tomorrow night, in the old plaoe, near the bridge, 
the bridge of vision W'd01'e we firs t S"HV .,enf!us 
nnd his coloured birds of passion flying. 
Altho~h Ayamonn prooves himself an extraordinary hero, his 
immolation in the fourth act seams hardly to have heightened 
his stature, since his struggle for a better world was an 
undertakina; of which he waS not always consoious andror 
which he was not adequately prepared. 
j~n lr1sh butler in the horne of an Rnglish noble-
woman is the haro in Oak L.e~l1!. .!.!!!. Lavender. He is not AS 
youn~ a man as our previous heroes have been, but where 
Ayruilonn reminds us of a bull-doo;, Feelim otM,orrigun resembles 
a fox. He is described as: 
eo 
.. 
••• a .an ot to.,.,-tl ... yea". w11'J'. 81eu.l.r, and 
a. cunn1n8 as .. tos 'eaap' wben he 1a 1n 8 tempel'), 
whioh he .... " .. a.bl •• with hi. "biD, P •• trwt-
1111 nos. and .. 441.h hal,.. 
'that be 1a an u'C ... ,. be" oannot 'be den1ed, ror l' 18 not 
lonl atte. the p18,. ope .. that thi8 Irlab b.tle •• a.e.'. hi • 
• upel'101'i t'1 Oft. every... and _pns to o_1'lalft ot 'heil' 
belpl •••• a... When tbe ehaNotiera "«11'1 to tu.ble _he. black-
Ins out will4_ bee .... or the 8ir-l'a14., he a..,a, "It'. ,. 
p.opl •••• n.' abl. to 40 aDTth1ng without It .. akin' b •• k, a .. , 
leI or ... 'MDC_ Oh, aIID" I • ...,. I c .. [tr_ I .. l_ft4 
t. Baaland J." r •• lla pert ... all du'l •• pl'OJIptlT with ex-
.e'1ng ole .. .,. •• , .Dd oontinually jibe. ,he lIntOPtuna. 
Inglish pe.,18 Who aUrPoand h1a, be.aus8 ot thel. ol ... ln •••• 
• 8 • .,.. "Pu.a. and~. God aut hal bad • rare laup when 
.... 4a a .en ... BftIll........ B •• n ,_ Daae of the hows • 
. ' 
au' .dII1' the _tl •• '. ,"_1neMe 1n ,he .a .. • tt •• , r. 
a ........ ,. Pe.ll11, "Sl' dftl1, ' •• 1111, .1' •••• You' .. 
mOl'. 1_1)01'_.' n_ 1ihal1 I _... AM ••• lla a1 t. 4_ aDd p ... 
••• 4. , •• 11 _. Dae 'ha' -'the ••••• a1 •• ., .... 'h1n' 
athJlaDle, ••• ,hia', •• _thln' thPaen40ua .bou' th' I.l.h 
people'- When the prOb1 ... ot .a,..,I .. ll.1na have bee • 
• Mt_d upon the \n.'oacl ahou14ePfl of' .. Inah bllt1el', and 
8ea.ODe p ... ' ••• to lnwl'je.' a bl' ot advi.a, 1' •• 1111 Nt .... 
"ft t .. not c01loerned. with ao\Uld Cb:rl.ttaa doo,pl .. , 
100d peop18, but with •• eul.r lnat .... nt. 1;.lok1D1 
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out probleml 1t take. oono.ntJtat10n to solve • 
. 
That the butl.r 1. d.tinit.ly a man or the people 
will b. noted ln the battle.cry h. 10 eloquently .xpr ••••• 
as burstlng boab. pr... everyone to actlont 
To arms, to araa, to arms! 
1'0 arms, your Jtank. advance ~ 
Maroh on, maroh on, .ertd~ 1a Pp.st, 
Set free th' world at la.t\ . 
Be is alao gallant and a:ympathetlcally aware ot th. unrortu.n-
a t8 plight ot women, tOft when he observes two Land 011'1. 
preparing tor manual labor, h. tella thea 
••• it's not diggin' the land you. would be, but 
apo»tin' about 1n tbe wh1 teat o' linen ant gay •• t 
ot ailka, with young an' handsoae gallants tes. 
,oon.d Wi th ordher., an' .word. danglln' trCB 
their hips, orann' a danoe 1n a lighted hall. 
01' a long kiss outslde, und.r a three, an' the 
t~llght tall1nt~ 
And he rla •• to her~10, albeit Ohurchtll1an heighta, when 
ne.a is bl'ought to the D .. e that London 1. atl .. : 
Two things we hay. to do • tight tbe raids and 
tlght invaslon. 'lght 1 t on the beaoh •• , amona 
the meadOWS, in the .t .. eta. 
!be h.ro 1n Oock-.!-Doodll Dandy i. !he ••••• ng.r 
who, like ut K1ll1gain 1n '!U'Pl. Dust, whiaks away tON.nte" 
womankind traa an unhappy envirOJUaent. W. 40 not have a d •• -
cription or the ••••• nger, but that h. is a young man the .. 
can be 11tt1e doubt, top hi. sole intere.ts appear to be 
love.aaking and the denial ot the hard-bltt.n morality of 
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Father Damlneer. 1118 detestatlon ot the prlest rill be ob-
served ln the following lines: 
Now, Father, so full ot plty an' lovlng-klndness, jet out your bltther hlessln', ant let th' glrl 
go. An' thry to mlngle undherstandln' with your 
prlde, so aa to eaS8 th' tangle Ood has suttered to be 
tlung around us all. 
ns att1tude to _.en 18 alml1aJl to that ot the 
other beroea, but he la leaa gallant and aore senaual. 
throughout the play he sympathiaea wlth Marlon'a dl1emma, 
and he cannot realat t8111Dg her how much he wanta hert 
Oh, Marion, Marlon, awe.t Marlon c.e down tl11 
I gt.a you a kiss havln' 1n 1t all the lite an' 
long1n' ot the greater lovers ot th' paat. 
!be pinnacle ot hi. lntelleotual superlorlty ls reached ln 
the aloalng 11ne ot tbe play, when the .-blttered. and con-
tused. old man asks what he 1s to do, now that hls wite and 
daughter have le.tt him. The _essenger, smug 1n his &8aUlle4 
aani.cience, retorta: "Diel There 18 l1ttle elae lett 
uaetul tor the 11kes ot you to do." 
SYMBOLISM AND SEAN O'OABEr 
o 01 ora 
In the previous two ohapters Sean O'Oasey·. more 
dominant and persistent symbolio personifications are ana-
lyzed and categorized, there r_ains, bo.e",r, 8 vut aggl_-
eration of symbolic matter that is difficult to e".luate. 
!his prodigal us. of multifarious .y,abols and personitieat1ona 
1n dram." that ha"e not tbe substance to materialize their 
potentialit,., lsthe mo.t; obvious weakness of the later plays 
of Sean O·Oasey. Many ot the •• symbols are recognized tor 
what they represent, but many have only a lucid and instinct-
ive meaning to the playwright. His mo.t pro1If1c and 1nd1a-
orim1na te use ot .,..bol reterenoe i8 embodIed In theu'e and 
selectIon of oolors. !hese eolors may denote moralities, 
m.oods, polittea1 disposltion.! and. even an individual'. per-
sonality. The tit1 •• of flve of the .e.en plays eo"ered In 
this paper will illustrate the adjectival uee ot 00101" 1n 
symbol delineations ~ Silver Ta.ai(f, !h, Star 'fur. Red, 
Oak Lt.T,.!. and I.av,nder, PurRle ~, and !!! Rose. ~ !t. 
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.. 
It i8 pos8ible this p~edispositlon to color stems tram bis 
impressionable years in Dublin, for ! Knock !1 !!!!. DOOE dis-
010se8 a particularly marked interest in eolo~s and flowers: 
.Doer: God l1ke red, mother! 
.Ob yet, yes, Be-llkes red: there are quite a lot ot 
flow.rs and things in the world that are colour~ 
1"84 • 
• 1)oas God l1ke the colou:ct red the best, mothe!'? 
.Oh, I oouldn't right say, Johnny 0'Cas8Y deslg-
nates himself .s JOhnny C&8s1de ln the earl,. 
autobiographies J I think he 11kes all the 
colours really. 
-And yeliow, toot fo~ look at the buttercups, 
the pr~rose8, the cowslip8, the daftodils, and, 
and the clandeli ana; . Be mWl t be very t ond of 
yellow, too, muatn't be,.other! 
.Yes, He must be very fond of ,ellow, too, Johnny. 
-But I don't think He cares a lot tor blue, Mother, 
toP there'a only the violetl and the bluebella -
But I top,ot about the sky, the blue part ot the 
sky, that I everywhere on a tine da,. ••• l 
Earlier in the book, flowers a1'e personified through eoloz-: 
-I don't mow, I don t t !'iShtly know, ~nsftred the 
.ot, .. Oi08 J to me t "4 88ftaniUlls or gar-ani.. or 
any otbe~ colour .eem to have a stand.otfish look, 
alw.ys, While datfodils .... to .810oae you to 
oome in and walk about in the midst ot tbem.2 
The colo1' green is revealed w1th Transcendental o ... rtones: 
-1 waS jWlt thinking, mother, be laid, that green 
aust be a S1'eat fa .. otl.rite of God'l, tor look at 
the green gra •• , and the leaves ot bushes and 
treea; and teacher said t~t green stands tor 
lite, and God loves lite. 
1 sean O-Oasey, ~ Knoak !!tbe E2g£, London, 
1939, 76. 
2 Ibid, 32. 
3 !!!!!. 81. 
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,In a-Case,,· 8 more or less autobiographical ~ Roaes ~ Me=, 
. 
. ' the 'scene of' the f'irst act designa.te. a s".bolic sign!!"i-
, I 
oance to the arl'angement and selection ot flowers: 
I 
I Under this window, on a roughly made bench, stand 
Ii, ; three b18ou1 t tins It In the t'irs t grows a gel"anium, 
;
.. li1n thes.cond musk, and in the thl1'4, a tuchsia ••• 
. , 'These o1'1mson, gold and purple f"lowel'8 give a regal 
I 'tlnt to the poor 1'0_.4 , 
Tne a~os~ ident1cal minutia may be found in ! Knock !! ~ 
/~22J!t i . 
••• and on the window ledge the two geraniums, one 
whit., the other red, and the purple-oloaked 
fuchsia blossoming blithely amid the wrack ot 
the oammon things around them.S 
As1de !"ram the tact that these flowers would barely 
be observed by playgoers, it 1s doubtful that it observed, the 
audience would discern signif1cance 1n the use or co10rl 01' 
of' the flowers th$mselves. In PB£R1e,~, this sort of 
thing is oarri~d to a farcIcal degl"ee when the Irish g1rls 
entel" oa1'r,1ng two vases: "(Souhan) ••• 1s oa~~ng A blaok 
vas8, striped with blue ••• (Avr11) oarl"ies a blue bowl striped 
wi th black. It In the rubrio. of ·his Inter plays all the 
oharacters are best described by the color ot their garment. 
and not by the salient teatul"es of their personality. 
4 Sean 0'0&8ey, Collect~~ tlaIs, III, 127-8. 
5 Bean O'Oase,.. ! Knock !l ~~, 211. 
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Co1o:red walls, colored lights and highly-colored propert1es 
nbound in the substanoe of his plays, and to d1soern 8. def'in-
1 t1ve meaning in this reckless, parochial use of color would 
be Ii hazardous task at best. It 1s 8.S if the use of' color 
a8 .yrlbo1 was the playwright's BlOSt expedien.t method of'. elab-
oration and insight. Because this use of color is not 8'1'-
tem,lzeq., and because color 1tself 1s a doubtful eonv.,.op of' 
amot1oD, 1 ts Wle appears Wi thout cegeno,.. 
Women 
Women, to O'Casey, are the symbolio personif1oatioaa 
of sutfer1ng and ~istreatment. In all the later plays, even 
in his Abbe)' The atre plays, wanen al'e delinea. ted as quix-
otio heroines or long_suffering oreatures under the ignoble 
thUlJlb of man and his hapless morality. In ~ ~ !h!!. Pa.y-
~, it 1s Juno Boyle who Qrles out: 
••• what waS the pa.in I suttered, Johnn,., 
brlngin t lOU into the world to ear17 you to 
your cradle, to the.pa1ns I'll suffer oarryln' 
you OU~ Of the world to bring you to your 
g~avet 
In Tb., ahadow of a Gunman 1 t 1s Minn1e Powell who immolat88 
........... .......- . 
herself by sneaking the bombs up to her poom, and in .!h!. 
Plough and the Stars it 1s Nora Ol1thel"08 and aessie Burge.a 
--
who suffep because of manta inhuman1ty. Bessie BUl'ges8, who 
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inadvertently dies a herolne# 00ll19S·to life a.gain sethe 
whore in "itl1i~ .E.!ll! Gates, only to die again with heroic and 
melodramatio oolorings. In.!!lf! ~!urn8 ~_ Julia 1s 
killed by Fa&clst bullets at the end of the first aet. In 
lted Roses for Me, Shails personif1es woman suttering at the 
.---- - ............ ....-. 
hands ot religious l!lorality" and the twv Irish lasses in 
furple ~, along with Loraleen ot ~-~.Doodle DandX, 
are rescued tram a wretched, 19nan1nioua fate by the O-Oa.ey 
hero. Walter Starki.7 was the first of the erltles to ob-
ler.,. otCaseY'1I sentImental predisposl tion tGWard. wOllen, for 
he obsett.,ed, ·O.'Casey 1s always on the slde of women, II and 
'!:~ 
JUle. KoslowB found NO'Casey ••• an admirer and defender ot 
wanen. 'lhroughout his plays 1 t Is the women who .. erae ... 
the noble, bra". and sturdy ones, not the men. tl 
Play Ide .. 
It we mean by play ideas the intelleotual per-
ception ot the playwrlght'. dramat1c substanoe, then the in-
clusion of ida .. 1n modern drama sbould not be detrimental. 
But it this int~llectualper~eption 18 preeminent, shadowing 
tbe emot10nal ele.entl of the dr .. a, then tbe play has failed 
7 Walter Stark1e, "'l'he Plays of Sean 0'0&88Y," 
~ Centur:r:, elV, August 1928, 231. 
8 Jules Koslow, .~ aid ~ !b! Green, 43. 
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ot its priraary purpose - em.otional rapport with the "lay-
goer. George Jean Nathan9 once wrote that " ••• the stage i. 
not the place for ideas or for intelligenoe, ff but " ••• fOl' 
e. deft and sagaciously deceptive simulaorum or intelligence," 
and this simulacrum of intelligenoe oonsists in tObling the 
public in the matter of platitudes. It 18 difficult to inter-
pret Mr. Nathanfs re.ark about fooling the public, but he 
has had to renege on h1s t1dea' ooncept and admit that drama 
~ust at least have a SUbstantial motive tor its existenoe. 
Erie BentleylO tinds idea a vague concept. 
~oliere uses aooepted ideas, leta his oharacters 
tight, the 1deas lie still and unmolested. In 
a drama ot ideas, on the other hand, the ideaS 
are questioned, and it is by questioning ••• 
that the ideas bGcOIIle dramatic, tor seldan i>r 
never is there drwna without contlict. 
What Mr. Bentley is saying, is that Moliere does not expand 
or ampl1fy the rund~ental ideas Or truths in ~s drama, but 
builds his play entirely tram the actions or his eh~ractep8. 
'l'he drama of ideas, on the other hand, is iftsight drama with 
its consequent psychological introspection and delineation 
or the play idea. The latter t'T})e of play is 'Precisely the 
kind ot drama that offers symbolism distinot interpretatl •• 
9 Constance Priok, The Dramatio Criticism or 
Georse ~ lathan, Ith1ca, NenorK, '1943, 58. 4 -
10 Erio Bentley, ~.odern Theatre. London 
1949, 43. 
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advantages, for though the symbols personify, they are not 
static or a.rbitrary, and may contain in themselves the seed 
0(' insight which may be doveloped through conflict and action. 
There can be little douht that Ofeasey employed his symbols 
as one Iuanipulates a marione tte - by whim anil predisposl ti on. 
But otCnsey was not unaware ot this need for the externalizing 
of symbols, for he wrote in 1b!! Fl:rin5 WilsR: 
! suppose the oritios will be shocked tob.ar 
that no real oharacter can be put in a play 
unless sane of the reality is taken out of him 
through the heightening, widening, and deepening 
ot the character by the d~smatist who create. 
him.ll 
It O'Oasey believed this, we must aSSUMe that the 
mood and tone of his plays, and not the symbolio elements, 
were to reveal the moral significanoe of his d.l'9JIlas. '1'hus 
each symbol andpersonlflcatlon Is, to him, not a Single, 
complex entity, but 1s Insteadmerely a facet or highlight 
that 1s retleeted fran a single idea o~ prejudgment. Instead 
of the audience being omapelled to the significance of the 
dramatic idea th~ough the revelatory interaetion of symbola, 
they are aaked to acoept the playwright's thesis from the 
rise of' the first act curtain. 'Ibis kind. of drama may have 
its devotees and be weleamed by intellectuals who are not 
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unwilling to be spacta.tors at the dls8entionot the play-
eight's mind, but it 1s hardly the stuff' that genuine theatN 
lovers will relish. 
Although Yeatts l~ter plays we~e trenchant with 
symbols and otten obscure, his definition ot a nlay in 1902, 
when the Abbey 'l"heatre waS just gettin~ on its own two 1e88, 
is 1ndeed sound: 
The play that 1s to ~lve them a quite natural 
pleasure should tell thea e1 thaI" ot their own 
lite, or of thnt lire of poetry where eTery man 
can see his own image, because there alone does 
human nature escape trom arb1tl"qry oondit10ns.12 
It has Already been noted that the sJmbola or per-
sonifications used in the later ~l8y8 of Sean otOaa.y are 
not capable of exPosing the play idea but are rather arbi-
tratty t1gtnttes lacking complen ty and det1n1 t1on. They are 
vacuous, exoeedingly Simple type. that have no moti vFltion 
or eY-istenee except a8 they reveal the authorts mood or 
nreoccupatlon. In scrut1nizin~ the uninspil'ed ",redicament 
of the ~resent-day theatre, Rob.~t F.. Jones13, found Q laok 
of dramatic nourishment, and the follow1n~ statement appears 
to eondem~ not only the symbolists, but otCa8ey himself: 
12 Quoted from A. E. )4alone's, IIr1.11e Ccraing ot Age 
of the Irish Drama," Dublin Revie., OLXXXI, Jul,. 192'7, 105. 
11 RobeJllt Edmond Jonea, 1!l!. DJtaa.tio Im-9natieD, 
Ie. York, 1941, 39. 
We a~e hungry, and we a~e given a cook-book to 
eat instead of a meal. We expect to go Oft 8. journey, ~nd we have to be satisfied with a 
map and a t1metable. 
In corroboration, George Jean Nathan, addsl 
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'Xhe measure of' A ~ood dl'amatist is to be found 
in the manner and means by which he delineates 
flux in oharacter. lfhe ~ood dramatist maneuv!rs 
it internally; the bad dramatist, externally. 4 
It may be argued that symbolic rep~esentat1ons in modarn 
drama fonns need not be expanded o~ amplified to show charac-
tel' and conf11ct so long qS they dramatize the play theme 
or idea. This is no doubt true of certain genres, more par-
ticularly the expressionistic approach, but in the hands ot 
playwrights less talented than Show or Toller, it has made 
for more obscure and more banal drama. A. Desmond Bawkins15 
believes that O'Oaaey's dramatic talents neither added to nor 
substracted f'rom the l)resent status of' expression:tsm: 
His impulse 1s to conflict with the 'natural' 
tradl tion, but he aPPo8.N to la.ck the requisi te 
instruments at present. He is also in danger 
of' collapsing into a. pre tent! ous pseudo-poetic 
drama ba.ed on a orude use of .ymbolla •••• 
The expreB8if!)n1atl0 technique baa deol1ned Wltil 
1t revealS scarcely a murmur upon the present-day stage. 
14 Geopse Jean Nathan, "Draaa as a War AtrOCity,· 
AMerican MereU£!, YIII, November 1941, 618. 
15 A. Vesmond Hawkins, "The Poet in the Theatre," lh! Crlt,EllQ, XIV, Ootober 1934, 32. 
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• Vlhen a play using elabora.te symbolis111 does nppear on the 
Broadway horizon, it is not surprising that ~ critic like 
George Joan l1athan calls it "symbolic ne11cateseen ••• which, 
unfortunately for the aspiring author, nobody could clear-
ly decipher." 16 Realism is not yet outmoded, as tbe r")ffel'-
lnga of the present-day dramatic bills."I1ll attest. 'I'be 
dr~atlst of today as well as those of the future, will 
at1l1 fInd Goethe'sappralsal of Kotzebue and his anti-
romantio sentiment, pertinent: 
__ •• they are incapable ot an easy, living rep-
resentation; they strive after something beyond 
their powers, and for that reason I might call 
them forced talents. 17 
Sean O'Case:r's entry into the expressionistic and 
symbolic waS not an accident, but WaS the result of rament~ 
ing ambition: In ~ F'lI.1n& "'VasE. he wrote: 
This rage for real, real life on the stage has 
taken all the life out of the drama. It every-
. thing is to be B fake exact imita.tion (for fake 
realism it can only be) where is the chance tor 
the original nndimnginntive artist? •• let us 
have the make.beli • .,. ot the artist and the 
child in the theatre. Legs of 1r"hat the cr1 tics 
oa1l '11t.' and more of symbolism: for even 
in the most oomruonplace of refl.11sraC plays the 8ymb~1 can never be absent ••• 
XXXVII, 
16 GeoJ'lge Jean Nathan, "Footnotes, It Theatre Art., 
February 1953, 29. 
17 Conversations ot Goethe with Eckermann and 
translated by John Oxenford, Bo~d., London,-r9l3. 
18 Sean O'Casey. The F1X1B& Was!, 123. 
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One can find no fault wi~h Q'Casey'a att$mpts to 
exoand the lmaginatl"e tether ot modern drama J but to sl.s. 
spu~lo't1ft drMlatie themes of doubtful significance, and to 
~lun~e into the deceptively dramatic form of expressioni •• , 
haB 'brought him only the blatant strinping of his own soul. 
:1 , 
In lils later plays he abounds wi th atti tudes r,md preJudioe. 
I! 
tha f. Mtn Myer achieve nn emotional experience that o8rturba 
11 " 
the: ~motion. or the plnygoeI', and though he may open the 
windows ot his soul, he CAnnot dr~Jatic~lly cQmmunicats. 
Like the post World War I expressionists, O'Casey is in 
re'9'ol t a~a1nst things as they are, but he appe aI'S to haft 
no clear idea of what they should be replaced with. It 1. 
doubtf'ul that if' he possessed the ability to.select approp-
riate insl~ht symbols, he could properly objectify them. 
The general prinoiple that a drama Should be 
oblect1ve cannot be danied. 'I'be dramatist, lllore than any' 
other creator, must portray his charaoter. as iruiividuals 
in their own right, undisturbed.by his personal r~ellngs, 
passions and 'PrejUdices. Elder Alson19 provides a simple 
but ooaprehensive rule for the delineation of' symbols: 
Anyone who wiah.s to invent true and powertul 
symbols will hftve, therefore, to study that 
19 Elde~ Alson, -A Dialogue on Symboli •• ," 
Critl,. and 0ritiol", edited by R. S. Crane, Chicago, iO!I, Ber.-
J 
concept which he wishes to symbolize and deter.'" 
!..line ita most striking and important attributes, 
that is, those which determine the conoeption 
and our emotions tow4rd it; next, he will have 
to invent something which incorpor~tes these 
attributes ••• 
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Inventiveness 1s clearly not the greatest ot 
O'Casey's talents. Although his poetPy has about l.t a I-O-
buatne5S and vitality thRt invites comparison with the best 
of the Elizabe'thans, and though his a.bility to rtte,l1stic-
f).lly depio t a milieu cannot be d.:tn1ed, the powerful, real-
is tic drflWlas of the .i\btJey 'l'heatl"6 days have seemingly en-
compassed the gamut of his playwri~hting talents. Away 
from his material and working wi th s tro.nge tools, he CAnnot 
dig deep enough into the alien s'}il to find the core and 
substance of the material he wishes to dramatize. or all 
the men of dramatic geniUS, Willigm Butler Yeats, best 
understood the dramatio limitations of Sean Q'Casey, ~nd 
though he reoognized the nlaywright's genius and extraord-
inarY talent, he was olairvoyant enou~h to forsee the future 
of the DQ,blin-tleeing dramatist. In 8. letter to Lady Greg-
ory, in whioh he ~av8 .the decision not to a.ccept !a!. S11v.~ 
Tassle, he included this remark, which subsequent ovents 
have proven cogent: 
I did not think it taotful to say in my letter 
that he haa left his material here 1n Dubl!. 
-- •• ! .. 
• 
and will in all likelihood never find it anywhere 
else, because ~8 ca.nnot become A. child again and 
grow up trlBre. 
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20 IJetter, Willialrl Butler Yeats to Lady Gregoray, 
April 20, 1928. 
APPBJlDIX 
lJ1!'l'BRS PUBLISBBl> II DB IRISH STABS.AI, 
I JtJD 1925, cOIlO.lil. 
!!! _SI_L_VE.K_ TASSII 
CUli1'ROVER8Y. 
9 lune 1928 
The cwre.poft4ence betw.en .1'. Sean O' 0 .... .,. and 
the director. of the Abbe,. Theatr. w111 proYide a topio tor 
oonnrl.tlon, 11ke to the widow'. cru1.e ot 011, in tb.S.a, 
that lt 1. not 11kel.,. to st". out. We pplnt el.ewhe" the 
~l.ttel'l aent to U8 byar. O'Ou.,. aad by Dr. W. B. Yeatl. 
!be dlr.ot .. ate ot tbe Abbe,. Theatre d14 not think -1'. 
O·C .... ,.·. DeW p1&,., ~JiiY.f !,IIU, OU$Ibt to be produoed 
by thea. - •• O·C .. e,. n. t oonl .. lna 1118 be.t W01'k. 
Wbethep the direoto1'. ot the Abbe,. Theatre or the dr ..... 
tl.' are right can onl.,. be 4eteN1ned by the production of 
_he pla,. at ... tbltat", or b7 1'. publioation ln book 
to~. Unt:!.l!be 811.e. Tas.le is pertorae4 or published, 
tht wl •• wtl1-c;;.. to no conciusion. !he 411'eotoft ot 'be 
Abbey h .... 1I.4e thelr tbea'" ,"'e"ot'r,·tU,'lIOt' raoua 1n 
the world. Sean OU'; .. se,. haa .. 1 t'en two ot the .08 t mov1ng 
and HlUrkabl. ot oon'Mllpera1'7 pl .. .,... \tho 1. '0 juetc-
b.tween tbem betore tbe pla,. 18 avallabl. tor reteren •• ' 
But thi. w111 not pHvent the. mOGt prodlsi.us contltovera., 
b.ton the play 1. knOWlh ,'fh. 1\000t exett'!'!1 con".".atiOll 
ot'en aris •• when tb.re 18 complete ignoran... Yn.e tslkera 
40 not abbor a vacu ... a nature d •••• X 
1 Kdlto1'1al, The Irish 3tat~s.an, Vol •• 10, 
June 9 .. 19te, 2S5. 
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CORRESPOMDEltCB 
1'0 tba Edt tOl' ot the Iriah St. tea.an. 
Dea~ Sir, .~8'1ona are beginning to tall on top ot •• 
about the Abb.,.-. pttodu(\tion of '1'he 811 •• ,. 'ta •• l. which I 
f1nd impossible to answer in toto abBG1.tl! 9wtlonarli, 
and to place betOM all whomay be IntsI-ea ed, iiie furl' 
circumstan.e. surroundlng tbe rejectlon of the play by the 
Abbey dipeatOPate. 1 shall be glad lf you would kindly 
publlsh the enolosed oorrespondenee. 
It the material should take up too much apa.e in 
one, then the letterB could be spread 0'Y8l' two lsau •• of 
your j oUP'ftal. 
The publication would, II. sure, aa .. me a lot 
ot toll and trouble, tire-burn and oauldron bUbble. 
It ther cantt be pUblished in tull, then 40 not 
publish them at al, tor no bread is .1 good a. halt a 
loar. It will d.11ver the Abbey The.tre direotorate, too, 
rrom pity pain .bich might make them reluctant to d.clare 
publicly their assupance of the poverty ot my l.st.st play, 
when the,. aN affronted wi th my assurance thAt it ls a 
tlne one. .Yours slncerely, 
Sean otOas • ., 
19 Woronzo. Road, St. John'. Wood, 
London, 11.'1. 8, May 30, 19S5. 
Dear Lad., aresory, -1 .nolo •• tbe 01 0 ••• ., play, whioh I 
have r.a4 again - 1n tact. thr .. tl.es 1n all. The rlrs' 
aot 1a typioal O·C .... ,. and va.., good, I think. The s.cond 
aot in the moden Ruslo-German IUIlMr is very tlne, I 
tb1.nk, ditticult to do and ,.t r1ght, but not lap.OIs1bl., 
aDd should be very .rtectlve. I.llke the third. and tovth 
ac's .\lOb, l.ss J I don't think tu .ixtv. of the two unnera -
tbe realla. ot the tirst act and the unrealis. ot the second -
aucoeeds, and tbe charact •• a who we •• Dublin alua in tbe 
be.lnnlng ot the play .nd by beina nowhere. 'rhe last acta 
1'8JIin4 .e V8l"1 m\toh of th .. e til'a' O-Oaa • .,.' a, "Tha Prost 011 
tbe Plower," eto. I wonder will yo'O. apee at all with ••• 
I tm 81ad that he is gPop1nll towarda a new maMer - he 
oouldn't 80 Oft writinl slua pl.,- tor e •• r aDd e ••• - ~ut 
I wiah tbe .eoond halt ot hi. pla.,. waS bettor. -
"fovs, 
Abbey TheatH, Dublin L. K. 
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Dear Lady Ol'eg0J!t7, • I ha've Had C ••• y's pla,., and I 41d ao 
without reading your opinion or ~.nnox'a, and without know-
ing wbethett your ve1'410t was favoUl'ab1e o:r- othent... I 
dictated to GaOl'S. Ill' opinion on It 1n the tara ot a letter 
to OIO.a • .,. which I enclose. I bad meant to ke.p 1t ~ntl1 
Lennox .,.etUl'ned, and. let ~.nnox s.net 1 t on to 0'0 ••• ,.. with 
a cover1ng lette:r t~OID .,.. •• If. I heal' now that Lennox ma,. 
not rt,tu.J"rl fott another fortn1ght, and tbat .e811lS to be too 
long to put the matte~ oft, eapeclally a. O'Oa.ey haa told 
va:r-1ous jouxrnallsts that he haa sent the play to us ud _y 
BO on dolns 80, 1t S •• s Wl'ong to allow 111m to decleve hi.-
aelt. I \fondep would you think 1 t .ell to wrl te a covel'lns 
letter, eUcloalngmlne, it you a~ee with it. I am atraid 
our. retusal will be a vel'''! Itteat ... to h1a, but 1t anybody 
can sotten the blow you can. I did not thlnk lt tacttul to 
•• yln my lettett that he has lett his material be~e in Dub-
11n and will 1n all l1kllhood. ne"el' find 1 t an,...h8r-e 81 •• , 
becaus. be eannot became a child:agal. and S.ow up th.re. 
I did not a a,. that to h1m, becallSe I thought he Bllght SUI. 
pect me of .~S8eratlng some of his raul'a In order to lure 
him back. 
w. B. Yeats. 
82 ._""ion Square, Dublln. Api'll 20th, 1928. 
-7 d.ar Oa.e7, .Your play waa sent to .e at Rapallo by 
aeae lId.tak. fJt the 1~eatH.a. It appiY" j11.t atter 1 ha4 
l.tt, and waa r.tUJlne4 tpOIItbeN to Dublin. I toulld it 
when 1 • ."..11 reache4Du.blin toup da.,.. alO. Kncloa.d with 
lt .er. the opinions ot my tellow.directors but tho •• opin-
lona I ahall not Ma4 until 1 have t1ni.hed thi. 1. tter, 
tbe letter, bow •• el', will not b. poated unle.a thelr opinion 
conours wi t11 8ine. I hact looked torwal'd wi th great hop. and 
exciteaent to reading yov play, and not lJlerel,. beoauae of 
ra., admiration to.,. your work, tOl!' 1 bwe In mind that the 
Abbe". owed 1 ta reoent prosperl t7 to .,.ou. It 70U had not 
brouaht WI Jour pla.,.. just at that IICllent I doubt lt 1t 
.ould now exist. I .. ad the flrs' aot with adralpatloftJ I 
thought 1t was tbe bea' tirat 80t you had written, and 
told a fr1end tbat ,.ou had surpa ••• d your-.elt. The next 
night I Ma4 the •• cond an4 thipd act •• and to-night I have 
.,.e.4 tbe touth. 1 am .ad arut di.couraged. You have no 
.ubject. YO'll "'1" 1nt.r ..... ira the Ip1.h cl,,11 w .. , 
anel at .v.,.,. ."lIt ot thoa. pla78 ftote out ot yO'lU' own 
emus_nt .1~ 11t. or yoe a.ns. of It. 1;r81.dl" 7 ••••• 
excl tUHi, aM we all ca11sht your exol t.ent J ,..0\1 weI'. exu-
p.pat.d alJa08 t beyond endvance by what 10U bad a.en o. 
heaM aa a lIan ls by what happena und. •• hla wind •• , and you 
oa 
moved us as .3w1tt moved bis cont.pG1"RJlie.. Bu.t .,on. are 
not lnterested in the Great War, .,oa never stood on 1\. 
battletields or walked its hospital~. and so write out of 
your opinions. You 111ustrat. those opinions by a s8rle. 
ot almost unJ'elated 80en •• aa you m1ght in a leading 
art1cle; there i8 no dominating character, no dOBinatlns 
action, nelther psyohological unity nor unity ot aot1on, 
and your great power or the past has been the creatlon ot 
sOlIe unique chAraetel' who dominated all about him and was 
himael! a aain 1mpul •• 1n some action that tilled the play 
trCIB beginnlng to end. !fhe mere greatness of the world 
war baa thwarted you; 1t has refused to become mere back. 
ground, and obtrude. ltself upon the stage a. 80 muoh dead 
wood that wl11 not burn w1 th the draaatic tire. IJramatic 
action 1a a tire that rRust burn up everything but i tselt; 
there should be no rOaD in a pley tor anything that does 
not belong to It; the whole hiatol'Y ot the world must be 
reduced to wallpaper in tront ot whioh the characters raust 
poae and speak. Among the things that dramatic action muat 
bun u.. are the author' 8 opinions; while he 18 .writ1ng be 
has no::buaines8 to know anything that 1s not a portion ot 
that actiGn. Do you suppo.e tor one moment that Shakeapeal'e 
educaurtHamle.t and .nng . Lea.r by tel11ng them what he 
thought and belle ... e4 t As I see 11?, Hamlet and Lear educat.d 
Shake.pea", and I have no doubt that 1n the proee.s ot tbat 
education he found. out that be waa an altogether ditterent 
man to what he thought himselt, and had altogether ditter-
ent bellets. A dramatiateanhelp his characters to edu· 
cate· him by thinking and studying everything that gives 
them the 1angtlap they aM groping tor through his hands 
and eye., but the eon tl'ol au.s t b.~lrs, and that 1s wba t 
the aneient philosophers thought a poet ot' dramatist 
DallBon-poas8s sed. 
This is a hateful lett~r to wr1te ~ rather to 
dictate - I _ dictating-to DIY wife - and ail the mOM so 
because I cenot advlse you to amend the 1'la,.. It il all 
too abstract, after the tirst act; the second act is an 
interest1ng tecbn10al experim.nt, but it is too long tor 
the material, and atter that there i8 nothing. I can im-
agine how you have toiled over this play_ It. good scenario 
writes itself, it puts words into the mouths. of all the 
characters wbile we sleep, but 1n a bad scenario only miser-
able toil 18 exacted. I •• e nothing tor 1t but a new theme, 
something you have found and no n.w.paper writeI' haa tOUDd. 
Wb.at business have we wi th anything but the unique? 
Put the dos-ati.a or this letter down to splenetio 
age and torg1Ye It. 
82 Ue.rion Squa~, Dublin, April lo,Bis13!ts. 
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Saturday, April 28th. This just arrived. this morning.. I 
thought 1. t best to put 1. t in tor you to S8$. - A.G. 
Dear Lady Gregory, -It has just occurred to me that it 
you agree thnt we have no choice but to reject Casey's 
play, it Gasey lea.88 the play in our hands, the most oon-
siderate thln~ tor us to do 1s to sU8S6St that he with-
draws it. My lett .. :, gives an opinion, hut d')es not abso-
lutely reject. Be could withdraw the play "tor revisi0D8,· 
and let that be known to the press. He should sa.,. that bit 
himself had heoaae dissatisfied and had written to ask it 
back. If he disagrees wi th out opinion as to i t8 meri ta 
he 0 an wat tali ttle and otter it to 80me London .anag ••• 
It the London manager acoepts, then our opinion ot the 
-play won't lIatter to him at all. On tM other hand, it no 
London RumageI' aocepts it, or it he doesntt otter 1. t there, 
he can keep 1t by him, revising or not reviSing as he 
plea •• s. I want to get out ot th~ ditfioulty of the para-
graphs saying that the play hal been ottered to us. I have 
not told anybody vha t 1 think ot the play» and I wi 11 set 
Lennox not to give hiB op1nion. You have perhaps already 
~ltt.n to Casey, but even it you have I would like you 
to wr1te making this suggestion. 
w. B. 1'. 
88 •• ~~ion Square, Dublin, April 95th, 1928. 
Lennox Rob1nson, Esq. 
Dear Mr. Robinson, -~ad7 Ore8o~ has written 1n her klnd 
way and has g1ven me full, perfect and suff10ient account 
of the Abbey theatre Direotorate-s d1slike of "~~ S11ver 
Tassie". ' 
!he rejection of the play WaS not unexpected • I 
have SB.ld many times to 8001.8 friends - had a bet about 1t, 
in fact - to my wit. (ourious word that tor me to be using), 
and even to Barry Fitzgerald when he WaS bere, ~bnt I thought 
that the play wouldn't be tondled by the Abbey_ 
Lady Gregory, in her kind way again, enclosed 
portions of a letter troa W.B.Yeats which untolds the sug-
geatton that the directorate would be 1'I1l11n8 to allow me 
to "wtthdraw tor revision, and let that be known to the 
Press, saying that he himself has beoom$ dissatisfied and 
bad wr1 tten to ask 1 t back". Thi8 to Bave my dignl ty and. 
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to deliver we from the curee of tbe Abbey's rejectio~when 
dealing with an English manager. . 
If W. 8. Yeate had known me taintly as be thinks 
he lau'J1's me .. ell; be wouldn' t have wasted his time - and 
m1ne - making such a suggestion; I am too big for this sort 
ot mean and petty shuttling, th1s lousy perversion ot the 
truth. 'f.here i8 going to be no damned seorecy with me 
surrounding the Abbey'. rejection of th, play. Does he 
thlnkthat I would pract1ce in .'1 lite;the prevarioation am 
·aretehedneas that 1 laugh at in my plays' 
~lnc. the play hasn't been accepted, it has been. 
rejected;' and let the middle <lourse be cut tor those to whom 
the world 1s a orawling L1mbo. 
Any journalist, Irish or English, who asks me 
abq\lt the Abbey production 11'111 be told the play has been. 
retused by the Abbey because they thought the play a bad 
one, supplemented by me saying 1lhat I belleve the play waa 
retuled because it was a good one. 
A well.known English manager, who thinks the 
playa great one, has been considering a London production, 
and, hearing of a business meeting to arrange p~.limlnarT 
mattere, 1 went along and not only told him ot the Abbey 8 
rejection, but Showed lUm the entire oorre8~ondence re. 
oieved traa the Abbey, tor if the work be what I believe it 
to be, his reject10n or the Abbey's rejeotion, oouldn't 
take a gasp out ot a single 11ne of a tine play (he still 
tlunks 1 t Ii gNat play). 
I Shall be glad if you would return the typescript 
of the play to me a8 soon as possible. -Sincerely yours, 
Sean 0'0&1871' 
19 Woronzow koad, St. John's Wood, N.W. 8. 
Dear Lady Gregapy, -Recent circumstances prevented me fran 
writing before tbis. Thank you tor your thoughtful tele-
gram and very klnd wlshes. . 
1 have, of course, received your own, the one tl'CD 
Mr. Yeats, and the copy ot letter sent by M~. Robinson to 
TOU. or your ori tl018111 oan only lay that I cannot agree 
.,1 toh it, and I thi nk you are m1a taken. 
I have written to ar. Yeats telling him wbat 1 
think or hil, and of the critioism given by.r. Robinson 
I Can only say that tbe opinion ot a or1t10 that would give 
the Tal1teann Festival tirst prize for drama to "The Pas8-
ing" evokes no mora than a pas8ing hlUlried thought and -
pa.. along, pas. along. 
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I have read, too, ap. Yeats. suggestion that I 
should ask to withdraw the play, telling the Press that I 
am dissatisfied with it (1 am proud. of it) and that I 
want to revise, etc., and I do not thank him. for it. Does 
he take me to be such a dish 01" Skimmed milk tbat I would 
do such a shuftling, lying thing as that? . 
I have already shown the letters to the London 
manager who 1s considering the production ot" the play hHre. 
When time permits - a rew days - I am bringing them to mac-
millan's, who can stop the publIshing of the book if they 
think the criticism more important than the play. If they 
decide to go on, I shall ask them to publish the letters, 
with my reply, as a prefaoe to the book. 
Tbere's no more to be said At present, exoept to 
send you my warm regards. -Yours as ever, 
8. O'easeYe 
19 Woronzow Road, St. Johnts Wood, B.W. S. 
near Mr. Yeata, -There seems to me to be no reason to camn-
ent upon whether you read my play in Rapallo or Dublin, O~ 
whether you read my play betore or after reading your 
tellow-director's opinions, or whether the Abbey owed or 
did not owe its prosperity to me ... these things no not 
matter, and 10 wetll hang them up on the stars. 
And we'll send into exile tor tbe present the . 
"dogmatism and splenetie ag.", and have a look at the brood 
of· opinions these have lert bebind them. 
You s a1 - and this is the motIf throughout the 
intonation ot yoU!' whole song ... that "1:0am not interested 
in the Great Wartt. ftow, how do you know 'that I am not 
interested in tne Great War? Perhaps because I never men-
tioned it to you. Your statement is to me an impudently 
ignorant one to make, for it happens thai; r "as and am 
passionately and inten.sely 1.nterested 1n the Great War. 
'rhroughout it~s duration I felt and talked of nothing else; 
brooded, wondered, and was amazed. In Dublin 1 talked of 
the Great War with friends that came to see me, and with 
friends when I went to see them. I talked of the Great War 
and or its .terrible consequences with Lady Gregory when I 
stayed in Coole. I have talked ot the Great War \'lith Doc-
tor Pi1ser, now the cancer expert in Dublin who served as 
surgeon a.t the front. Only a week before I got your letter 
I talked of' the Grea' War to a surgeon here 0 And yet you 
say I am not interosted in the Great War. And now you will 
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tell me the neme and slve me the age and send me the .addre.a 
of the human being who having eyes to see, Stlrs to hear, and 
hands to hand1., waS not interested. in the Great We.~ 
I'm afraid your statement (as far aa I ~ ooncern. 
ed) is not only an 19n,o"Y.'ant one, but it is a silly state-
ment, too. . 
You say "you never stood, on its battlefields, It 
Do you really mean tha.t no one should or could wrl te about 
or speak about a tift!' beoause one has not s toad on the battle. 
fields? Were you serious wh6n you diotated that - really 
serious, now' Was Shakespeare a.t Actlum or Phil11p!? Was 
O. B. Shaw in the bP&.ts with the French, or in the forts 
with the British w~en St. Joan and Dunois Made the attack 
that relieved Orleans? And someone, I think, wrote a Doem 
aqout 'I'll' na nog who navel' took a header into the Land at 
Youth. And does war eonsist only of battlefields' 
But I have walked some of the hospital warods. I 
have talked and walked and smoked and sung with the blue-
suited wounded men fresh tran the t~ont. I've been with 
the armless, the legless, the blind, the gassed and the 
shell-shocked; one w1th a head o01'$d by shrapnel who had 
to tack east and tack west when betore be could resoh the 
point he wished to get to; with one whose head rooked like 
a tl'Blltic mOving pendulum. Did you know "pf:lntosaer" , and 
did you eve1' speak to him? Ul' watoh his tunny, terrible 
antics, or listen to the gurgle of his foolish thoughts? 
Jo? Ah it's 8 pity you never saw or never spoke to "Pan-
tosserll. Or did you l{now Barney Fay; who got fie 14 punish-
ment No. 1 tor stealln' poult~ (an Estamina~ oock, maybe) 
behind the tl"encheS, In the rest oamps, out in Franoe? And 
does war eonsist anll of hospital wards and battlefields? 
You say: You Illustrate these opinions by a 
l;Jerles or alm()8t unrelated soenes as you might a leading 
artIcle". I don't know very muoh about leadin~ artioles, 
though I may possibly have re'1d them when 1 had the mind ot 
a kId, so I don't quit. get your meaning here. And do you 
know wha t you A.I'e thinking about when you ta.lk of leading 
a%'ticles, or do you know what you a1'. talkIng about when 
you think of leading artioles? 8\1l"811' to God, lit1". Yeats, 
you don't read laadin~ artloles\ 
I have ponde1"ed In my heart you%' expression that 
-the history of the world must ?e reduced to wa.llpaper," 
and I can find in it only the pretentious bigness of.s pre-
tentious phrase. I thank you, out of .er. politeness, but 
I must refuse even to try to do It. That 1s exaotly. in 
.1' opinion (thel'e ~oes a cursed opinion again), what most 
ot the Abbey draMatists are tryi~g to do - buildIng up, 
building up little worlds of wallpaper, and h1dinS atrId1ns 
lit. behilld 1 tall. 
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I'm afraid I cfln' t make my rdnd mix wi th the 
sense of importance you give to "a dominating Character". 
God forg1ve me, but it does sound as if you peeked and 
pined for a hero in the play. Now, i8 a dominating ohar~o­
tel' more important than a play, or 1s a play more impor-
tant thu.n a dominating charGotel'? You sa" that ifill' powel' 
in the past has been the creation of a unique character that 
dcminated all around him, and '.yaS a main lmrmlse in sorne 
action that tilled the play from beginning to ,end. If In The 
0ilver 'rassie you have a unique work that dominates all 
the characters in the play. I remember tl!llkin~ to Lady 
Gregory about The Plough and the Stars before it was pro-
duced, and I remember her saying that The Plouqh miptn't"be 
so popular as Juno, because there wasn't in the ,lay a 
character so dominating and all-pervading as Juno, yet The 
Plough is a better work than Juno, and, in my opinion -
an important one -. The Si1ve~ Taaaie, because of, or in 
spite ot, the laok of a dominating oharacter, 1s a greater 
work than The Plough and the Stars. And so wh6n I have 
cre-ated the very, ver-y thing you are look1ng for - somethins 
unique - you about out: "Take, oh, take this wine away, and. 
tor God's sake, bring me a pot or small beer." 
It is all very well and vePy eaay to say that 
"dramatic action must burn up the author's opinions". '1:he 
bast way, and the only way, to do that is to burn up the 
author himself. Wbntts the USe of writing a play that's just as like a. ctEel as a whale? And was there ever a play, 
worthy of the n8r1l8 of play, that did not contain Olie or two 
or three opinions of' the author that wrote 1 t? And the 
hbbey Theatre has produoed playa that were paoked skin-tight 
\nth the authorts opinions - the plays of Shaw, for instanoe. 
\~ether Hamlet and Lear educated Shakesp~ar., or 
~:hakespeare eduoated Hamlet and Lear, I don't know the hell, 
and I don't think you know either .. 
Your statement about " .... psychological unity and 
unity of action ••• Dramatio action is 'f!l fire that must burn 
up everything but itself ••• the history ot the warld must 
be reduced to wallpaper in front of which the eh~raeters 
must pose and speak ••• while an author is writing he has no 
business to know anyth1ngthat isn't 9. part of the Betion ••• " 
are, to me, glib glib ghosts. It seems to me they have been 
made, and will continue to be spoken forever and ever by 
professors in schools for the culture and propagation ot 
the drama. (I was nearly saying the Gospel) :t have held 
these infants in my armS a thousand time. a.nd they are all 
the same - fat, lifeless, wrinkled things that give one a 
pain in his belly looking at them. 
10. 
Yo\'!. say that after the first and seoond acts ot 
"The Silver Tassie" there is ••• nothing. Rea.lly nothing? 
Nothing, noth1ng at all? Well, where .there is nothing, 
where there !s nothing - there i8 God. 
, 'l'urning to your advice that I should ask for thAt 
play bsok; that I should tell the Press that I want to H-
V-iS8 it and so s lip aside trom the admon! tion of the ;~bbey Directorate, I reter you to vlhat I have wrl tten al-
ready to Mr. RObinson. ' 
I shall be glad for the return of the script ot 
the play, and a formal note of its rejection. - Bast 
perzonal wishes, 
s. O-Casey. 
19 WGPonzow Road, St. John's Wood. 
To the Editop ot the Irish St8tesm~n. 
DettI' Sir, -Th" letters of the Abbey Directors to til'. Sean 
o'Casey and about Mr. Sean O'Casey were obviously private 
fl,nd should never have been published. However,!h! l!,bsex:-
vel", has decided ~therw1se, al)rl I prefer a. complete to an 
Inc omp1ete publiclltion. I send FOU sane addi t1 on8.1 
passages and letters, including Dr. Starkie's opinion, 
wil1ch Mr. Sean otCasey has not "\Tet seen. - Yours fa1 th-
tully, 
w. B. Yeats 
82 Merrion Square! Dublin. 
June 4, 1928. 
Copy or letter from W. B. Yeats to Sean oteasey. 
Dear O'Oasey -I have just had your letter. I write from 
the Abbey. tady Gregory, Lennox Robinson, my wite and I 
are here fol' The Plough and the Stars - a packed enthusi-
astic hOU2e. -nsd'my admIration for your gen1usbeen lesa 
r...y critic1sm had been less severe. , I think that 1s true 
of Lady Gregory and Lennox Robinson also. -Yours, 
May 4, 1928. w. B. Yeats. 
Copy of letter No.2 from Sean O'Casey to W. B. Yeats. 
Dated November 5th 1928. 
You seem, Mr. Yeats, to be getting beautifully worse; you 
astonish me mOre and more. There seem to be ShallOWS il1 
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you of which no one ever dreemed. .. 
. '~~t have packed houses, enthusiastic (cheering, 
says Mr. Robinson) audiences for 'I'he Plough fot to do \T1.th 
your oontention that The Silver Tassie is a bad play? 
, Perhaps this thou~ht is due, as a. ,1ournalist 
mi~~t say, to your deli~htrul sense of Irish humour. -
~arewell, 
Sf.;an Of Casey. 
Dear w.B. -1 have been in Spain for the past two months 
and when I returned I found Sean O'Casey's play waiting t~ 
me. 1 have read it several times very oarefully, and I 
WAnt to give you my opinion. In ordor to prepare my 
mind for The Silver. Tassie I read over again the three 
published plays of Sean O'Casey. The present play is a 
new departure: it is written around a great and noble idea. 
In The Plough and the Stars, when we penetrate beneath 
the tragedy of wore. C11theroe, Bessie end Fluther Good, we 
discover that the play 1s a pacifist one written against 
war. It is the poor who really suffer and are sacrif1ce4 
in war. But this rnoral is dramatically compelling only 
because we have been cited and moved by the sufferings ot 
those characters 'who came upon the stage and impressed their 
reality upon us. In The Silver Tassie the characters se •• 
to come from a shadow world; they are not bein~s of flesh 
and blood. I know Bessie ~urgess and Mollser and I shal~ 
always remember their faces and their Actions. I do not 
remember the characters of The gilve~' Tassie. I feel that 
the author had a great idea at the back of his mind and 
fugitive symbols presented themselves to him, but he was 
not able to create, 90S he did before, living men and wo-
men. '1'ha play seems to me to decline Rct by act 1'1'01'11 the 
beginning. The first act is masterly becl\use the author 
seemed s ti 11 to be attached to the roofs of bis nH ti va 
city_ I visualize the scene of that first act in Dublin. 
'I'he second act struck me as resembling the dream play in 
Toller' 8 lYlaSSeS and I.len [8icJ. 0'1 means of ottiginal 
effects of produotion I can imagine such a scene with ita 
weird verse-chanting making an appe~l. The last acts 
seemed to me laoking in depth. The oharacters are fainter, 
and I feel as if' the author was· already tired of hi8 or-ea-
tions. I feel that he has seen those hospitals, of wal' 
and hti.S suffered, but it is all so huge that it blurs hi. 
vision. aany visions, many ideas crowd into his mind, but 
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he 1s unable to make the synthesis and enclose them within 
the framework of d~ama. In api te of all this, I feel that 
the author is expe~lment1ng1n a new world of. drama; for 
'this PAaSon I feel strongly tha:t the Abbey'l'Matreshould 
produoe the pla:y. Sean v'Gasel' has given us so many fine 
works that we ought to Ift8ve the final deoision with the 
audienoe that has laughed and wept with him. He 1s grop-
in~ after a new drama outside the conventi onR.l s ta.gs; at 
any manent he mR.T make a p.;re~lt discovery. .Yours sincerely, 
WaIte%- Starkie. 
Botanio House, Lansdowne Road, 30th Anrl1 1928. 
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